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AURORA DAM TO
Time Growing Short to Get
AP114)--VED°
Free Subscription Orders BE
GREGORY SAYS

Hopper Still Gay and Active • JAIL PROJECT
TVA HEADS ARE De Wolfe
Despite His Many Years on the Boards
IS REFERRED
GIVEN INVITES
TO COMMITTEE
-OTO SPEAK HERE

crowd to greet Mr. Hopper in a
good while for Mr. Hopper indicated his apparent satisfaction at
the response by appearing before
Orders we would like to see all get them
Thrifty subscribers who want to get
the curtain between acts and. givVoices Confidence That Ala*
before the final data.
ing the audience a short im- Committee to Await SecurLower Tennessee Valley
those FREE 35-cent Merchandise Orders
promptu talk, filled with humor.
provat for Construction
ing of Plans for Submit'Group Extends Invitation,
per
Remember,
it
is
the
same
as
8
3-6
with each ancLevery dollar paid on their
Mr. Hopper gives Ws age as
Will Be Soon
tance to Court Later
cent
discount
on
your
subscription.
All
Others to Join
73.- However, he was as spry as
subscription to The Ledger & Times
we
ask
you
to
do
is
to
spend
the
disa cricket, easily the most active
haven't a great deal longer-to act. The
JUDGE PHILLIPS NAMES
COLLEGE AUDITORIUM
count with some merchant who-has ad- TENTATIVE APPROVAL
man on the stage. His humoc
OF
COMMITTEES
SERIES
tinwis
growing shorter very rapidly and
WOULD HOLD CROWDS
vertised in the paper. Y.ou always need ----SAID TO BE GIVEN
was clean, his laugh catching and
groceries, or somethinff to wear and you
he was immensely enjoyed by
it won't be long until we hall be obliged
WASHINGTON, Feb. 13.—Rep'..
The proposed Calloway county
At a Meeting.of the board of,
all from the_atnallest boy to the
can get these Supplies with your Mer- reseretative
to withdraw the offer..
tD. Ky.),
Gregory
jail. project' was referred te
most sedate.
directors of the. Lower eennessee
chandise Ordars.. The orders are good said teaday he was "practically
Subscribers are still taking advantage
powerlese committee at , a meetMr. Hopper has spent much
30 days from date and are honored by certain" plans to build Aurora
Valley Association in Mayfield
of it every day. We want every subing of the Calloway county fiscal
of hb, successful career in light
the merchant at full face value, just the Dam on the lower Tennessee rivTuesday;
afternoon,
It
w as
court Tuesday. R. H. Hood, E.
the
to
Callowai
county
to
have
in
opera. As Koko in the "Miksame as that much in cash.
er wield be approved.
G Neate, and J. N. Wag,noner
stestnienottaly voted -to extend an
opportunity of taking advantage of this
ad-o"; he- has been- cheered tram
were named by ledge E. P. PhilRepresentative
Gregory and
Act at once.' Delay is dangerous. The
Invitation to Dr. A. F), Morgan,
great offer. It has been running now for
coast to coast, heading for the
lips to obtain plans for the protime- is drawing near for'this - offer to Browning (B., Tenn.), leaders of
while
hunmore
two
months,
and
than
chairman of the Tennessee Val- Administrator for Kentucky eaves most part his own company.
posed building. Their work will
a movement seeking immediate
close.
When he went to London with
dreds have gotten, their Merchandise
Approval to ehnplottneut
ley Authority, and Mr. LfIllenthal,
be submitted at a later meetconstruction of the darn, have
the
first
company
John
Yhtlfp
of
of Tn.
the' or the court1br trobable aea member of the authority, to adcontinued to expren optimism in
Souse's Gonne Opera, the organ- tion.
dress the people of this section
spite of a ,delay caused by diswas
so
popular
that
it
reisation
Works
in Murray-at-a tieuestalTe-schoilea _ Thornton Wilcox, Civil
approval by a group Of... govein- Three seta----of-Idens-- were se.edniltilstretor for Kentucky, told mained there eight months. by them. _
meat officials of plans presented
Mr. Hopper has always con- cured, for the Jain _from steel
-fof
Carr,
president
Dr.
/ohn
.W.
The directors of the L. T. V.
to them.
tended . that you do not need supply firms when agitation first
D
commiulder
that
In
his
.'.Mr.
41:auk
College,
Murray
State
-A, are anxious that all civic,
Neither would say what his
a- arose for, a_oew county bo
,"alltel" in the theatre to
Camp Murray wishes lasesor
ram inn nit y .11141d woman'a clubs of opinion. the Federal Emergency
Judge Phillips named a series
reasons were for ageitimilig- Bien
-laugh".
That is why he has entire
camp
the
would
grant
gratitude
of
Admintetratiebt
the
Relief
Delisted Methodist Minister, 88
Ablio.14 $F2Abese 1938 . Average
this district join them in this inthe construction program w%uld
always enjoyed doing the Gilbert of committees, road projects were
Itto Mrs. George Carnell, of
Did First Work in Calloway
at This Time, Higher Than
seitation. Clubs of all kinds are the-ftlerray institution's request and Sullivan operas.
selected for C. W. A. approval
through.
go
flower
her
gift
of
sey, for
County.
Last Week.
asked to write or wire Dr. Mor- for. employment of 73 students
He doá not seem to',raw old and regular dahlia were allowed
It was learned that plans for
g„ and mg gee„teal urging with relief. nude, - Wilcox said,
severe
had
that
Smith
said
Mr.
to complete the business of the
however, it vidied be impossible despite his-73 years. Be had been court.
The Christian Advocate, of- Aurora and three other dams let
'igteres- released
by Smith's promised gifts of shrubbery and
them to accept the invitation.
destined to be a lawyer, but
definitely
before
to
know
some
ficial
Carorgan of the
Southern the Tennessee valley have reonly
Mrs.
seeds
but
flower
the
directors
that
The
thought
E. G. Neale. R. H. na
-od 'were Rekort, for' the week endineFebChoate, the great lawyer, his,
would
time
next
week..
Methodist
Church,
Representacarries
the ceived tentative approval.
them.
sent
nell
has
Mureay college auditorium
god-father, persuaded' Mrs. Fropt' named as a committee to purchase rangy 10, show the average prices
Dr. Arthur E. Morgan, chairfollowing
account
of
the
death
glad
to
of
camp
will
be
of
the
plan
38
tives
° be the nest place to hy6 these . Under the proposed
per not to balkeher sons desire emergency office tupplles for
Leaf. nit ,anywhere in the city for Rev. W. C.
Murray- Loose
the
Sellars. -- beloved man of the Tennessee Valley Authe vartoun Witte' bfflens. Mrs.
.... gellOnlieen Iiinne it has the largest men and 35 women students to be'anactor.
thority, after a conferentie with _
rket 59 cents higher than last gift's of this kind,-Mr. Smith said. Minister:—
capacity be, far in the! section. would begrempolyed on the camMarynNeale and 'C. C. Jones were
estors and- Congressmen Atom
' "Rev. W. C.
- Sellars, eighty- s'When 15r.11. as hialigab; mem- Intis with the Federal ald funds,
named as a committee to make
it and the.- a.verage for the
Tennessee and Kentucky, submityears
of
age,
for
sixty
bet of the Autaisrity; spoke in Dr. Carr stated. The compensaemergency purchases of supplies
Murray
w k at $7.01. The
years a member of the Memphis ted plans, the nature of which
Paris, Tenn., last January, he Ron will be $15 per month. If
for the inmates of the comae,
to lead the
m rket continues
group
Conference,
passed to his reward were, not made public, to a
Wai. invited by Dr. Joh* r. W. zranteo. Mr. Wilcox said he expoor farm. - C. R. Kin,gins end Wistern district as Mayfield's
named by
Carr, president, to speak at Mur- pected the proposition to be reJanuary 22, at the home of his of department heads
Claude Miller were named to season average 111 $5.33 and Petdutroactive to permit a student to
niece, Mrs. T. J. Taylor, Martin, President Roosevelt to consider
ray State College.
buy coal, brooms amen-.other like
can'a ;5.80 against Murray's
the projects.
number
of
required
pett
-In
the
V.
A.
expeetei
to-hear
Tenn.
The L. T.
supplies for . the courthouse and season average of $6.12.
This group turned down the
from Its invitation within a fez hours -for February. The allot- Camp Rates First Among West county jail.
Invited to Mid-South Debating
"The funeral services were held
Kentucky Units; To (Sempete
_Sales for the week in Murray
days and wishes to insist tat ment is based on 10 per cent of
Lee Barnett and R. J. We
Tourney in Arkansas Friany
at the First Methodist Church, Proposals, it was understood, beFurther.
money
all civic and woman's clubs join last fall's enrollment.
were named to investigate the were 151,580 pounds at a general
and Saturday.
conducted by Rev. J. Mack Jenk- cause they felt too much
Season sales
it in its invitation.
condition
county poor average of $7.0-1.
President Carr has announced
ins,gassisted by lin& C. A. War- was - invenned. Since that time.
,
_ 9f the
Camp Murray was given the farm and recommend to the court are approaching the million mark,
Murray State College's debating terfield, Rev. N. W. Lee, Rev. however, tenative approval is unthe following plans ,for the enhighest rating of any camp he from time to time the needs. s being 963,185 pounds. A year
team departed today for Arkadel- R. P. Duckworth, Rev. Roger derstood to have been given conrollment of Students in connection
were 1,311n#O5
West Kentucky after a tour cone
g
A inotlpn was carried that the ago the gales
phia, Ark., where it will compete Clark, Baptist pastor, and Rev. struction of four -dams.
with this proposnien:
ducted last
week by Brig-Gen. county
pounds at an average of $4.14.. In the Mid-South 'Debating Tourn- W.
all
-damages
to
tools
W. Armstrong.
In attendThe college will give considera- Julian R. Lindsey, and chief-ofbuyiag
is
Considerable country
and wag
while same are being
ament on February 16 and 17. aryee were a number of pastors
tion to all applications and will staff Col. Lee Dunbar, of Fort
used, or epair and construction reported to be still going en-In Outstanding tfiagill from the col- of the -eoeference, and besides
allow students to register and Knox. Camp Murray win coonthe county and the average of
of road'
leges of the nearby states will be relatives a great concourse of
much"atiove the
-t 'icerg_ filed by Gray
mill- their eillue° at "ce• -le pens with other --narnriss
agaes
d D. .these print;
represented.
Murray
State's-'friends Item present al expresFrom- 4Mtlerway- -Hear- case-tne college I. not granted the
S erat
A-- Cora- ineei
averages.
for further B. Lassiter for land
floor
Futa
loose
in
orators will probably meet teams sion of, their love and respect for
Director -of Doi* Fired
Federal aid to pay them and they honors.
_
_the construction of the Concord
from Texas, Oklahoma, Kentucky, this great man of God.
Reduction Fromm.
cannot ramatn, thoir tees will bet The isegoetleat ant 4s.ttna.was road
; -known :Ike*. nttate Pry:peen
Teenessee, Mississippi, 211d Louisrefunded.
"There has never been a more Well Known Resident Succumbs
held on the basis of cleanliness, 119.
The court voted to pay
to illness of Pnemoonia
iana
Several frees Calloway heard
popular pastor to tho Memphis
Students may begin their work beauty of camp, moral, condition telephone bills for the- offices of
Saturday.
J. R. Hutson, who is in charge of on the campus or other assign- Varsity Debate Coach L. J. Conference.
Interment was at
of equipment and
other items the judge, county clerk, circuit
the tobacco reduction program ment on the condition that they bringing
following
will
send
the
East
Hortiu
Side,
Martin,
Tenn."
out efficiency. The- tour
Funeral 'services for William
for the Agriculture Adjustment put In the 'legated work In Feb- Included camps at Banton. Ctftrz clerk. pounty attorney, health defonin -men- tea represent hineray:
partment and - sheriff's office.
Howell Boggess, 73 years of age,
Administretion, at Mayfield Sat- teary. No college funds would
Junior;
James
MilThe
Rev_Sellais
Marion
was
intimately
,Burke,
ton,
Cants,
Marion,
Dawson '-s- Flve road projects were named Nevelt* Adcliticen; Received to
afternoon at
urday afternoon. Farmers from be avails
-ter, sophomore; _Dudley Porter, known Fn Calloway county.
A were held Monday
is work if -the SPrings, and Dixon.
for submittal to the C. W A.
Associate Membership
1:30 o'clock from the. Bethel M.
throughout West Kentucky and project is ot approved.
sophand
Joe
Horrell.
fine
'freshman;
gentleman
of
the
old
school,
Camp Murray -is to be'com- officiele:-Penty to Marshall coun(Iroup.
West Tennessee were present.
omore. The first two mentioned. he began" his niinistertal work as E. church. Mr. Boggess- died at
Students who de not care to go mended on this honor whech is ty line; rasd teem Murray-CoidMr. Hutson explained the benetied recently for first place in a circuit rider in Canoway coun- his home near Brandon's Mill folafter the project truly a compliment to the camp water road to Kirksey via the
until
work
Calloto
the
The Jnembership of
fits to be derived from-the signthe Invitational Debate Tourna- ty. His Wife was a Miss Farley, lowing an eight day illness of
boys
and
the
staff
of
officers.
paid
approved,
will
be
has been
Corinth schoolhouse; from Dexter way county Aurora Dam Club has
ing of the reduction contracts.
ment Sponsored by Illinois State sister no Joe and Rule Parley. of pneumonia and influent&
part of the menth as
East to t,he Shiloh-Rico road; now reached 300 with the receivMr. Boggess was a well known
• explatned that the purpose of for such
ormal University of Normal, this county, and she .preceeded
work.
TOBACCO MEETING
road from highway near-New Con- ing of three this week, R. W
the plan- was to get as high a they
took the him in death only two years ago. citizen of the Brandon's Mill comIll.
Miller
and
buries
All students who make appli- •
HERE FRIDAY NIGHT cord to Freeland's Mtn ant a Churchill, secretary, states. Th negative side.
as ,possible for this year's
The Rev. Sellars was` presid- munity and leaves a wide circle
cation for work should 'fin out
road from Lynn Grove nio Cold- three, new members are J. D.,
crop in view -of the large supply
if
The
subject_eur
the
debate
at
ing
elder of both the Paris and of friends and a large conneetion
proper blank and leave with
The, tobacco reduction adjust- water through Harris Grove,
Rogers, Kirk Pool, M. C. Broach, Arkadelphia will be. "Resolved
and reduced demand and second the
Pad-ucah
districts during
his of relatives. He was a member
the president's secretary.
Evelyn
ment program of the A. A. A. will
Wooldridge,
Margaret
ef the Brandon M. E. church.
to reduce Qf remove causes which
that the powers of the President ministry,
Allison, Emma
be discussed at a meeting at the
Linn, Carrie
Surviving are his widow, Mrs.
tend to retard the
of the United States Should be
courthouse Friday night at 7:30
Helm.
Prieilla Boggess, a daughter,
of prices.
Substantially increased as a Setaesociate members
Additional
o'clock.
All farnesownera 'who
Mr's.. Mavis' Brandon, and thrle
the
The speaker explained
-tied Policy." This subject will
have been turned in from the be
sons, Tony. Sidney and Hampton,
have not heard this program dtsmeans of the process tax to meet
debated
affirmatively_ and
The -car license sale has relteti Pine Bluff Project. They are negatively by the Murray repreall of the county. He leaven two
cutend are urged to Attend. The
the costs of the adjustments and
Fire destroyed the home of W. series of meetings, held at 57 ed a total of 1286 with 69-2 being Dallas Wicker, R. K. Guerin, Rubrothers, Charlie and Pete Boggave the goal for the reduction
sentatives.
T.
0.
Baueone
manager
of
the
C. Nanney 'last Friday .morning county schools have -been
sistera, Mrs.
com- distributed this week: The prey- pert _Phillips. Claude Hale, Charas to get growers front 60 to 80
In approximately 50 debates, J. P. Oil CO., was named director gess, and three
lo- pleted, a total of 2,029
Mahalle . Taylor,
Mrs.
Nancy
-per Inuit =are dothus---tor this aboset 8 o'clock. The home,
farmers logs _week 592 Were _fsold with lie Darnell, H. McCuistien, L. L. Merray State
College debating of
the
Kentucky
Petroleum
150 being the lanneet day sale. Ederarde, I. 0. -"Cook, Ellis teams tan lost -but 10 debatei
Clever -and Mrs. Ann. Hindman,
_
year's crop of toteteect than re- cated just Northwest of Murray Wearing the discussions.
Marketers
Association,
at
a
meetceived last year, and to lay the on the Coldwater road, was a
Those assisting John
Bondu- The largest sale for any single Tucker.
under the tutelage of Pro/tumor ing of the Association in Louis- He also leaves several nieces and
few beThe county high school pronephews and other relatives.
.foundation for better prices far complete loss and only a
rant, county agent, in the pro- day was last Saturday 'when 336
Hortin.
ville last Thursday. The meetremoved. The
were
longings
jects secured two, members. Tom
fatten crops.
grams were: Leslie Ellis, M. 0. were sold.
ing
was
held
at
the
Brown
Hotel
S. %finial-As and Pat Thompson.
thus far this season have ion was not covered by insurance. Wrether, L. A. L. Langston, Hugh
and included oil dealers from
Additional members turned is
been approximately 40 per cetnt
Gus
G4ngles,
Robertson, Lemon
throughout the gtate.
from Hazel-Pleasant Grove probetter than prices for the corFalwell, Joe McCuiston, J. D.
Last times today, (Thursday)
jects are: Paschall Brandon, Jesse
responding period of last year,
Purdom, C. W. Williams, 'P. C.
Scott, Charlie Armstrong, Bert "Alice In Wonderland".
A message was received this
Mr. Hutson stated.
Arnett. Keith Venable, Jack KelFriday
add Saturday
John
The week's weed sales were Deerftnrand Nolte Beandon,
morning by_ F. B. Outland anBondurant,
county
agent,
John
H.
ly,
J.
Walston,
'Houston
DinBarrymore and Helen Chandler
Murray State College's _1000
some
higher and
raised
notrueing the death Wednesday
the
was present far the meeting.
will be seen to'"Long Lost Fathstudents ons the_ eamstus , are ex- ning.
season's average from $6.08 of
night in Denver, . Colorado, of
er". Also serial and cartoop.
nected to augmented by registerlast week to $.6.15 after the closMrs. Eliza Downs. Mrs. Downs,
Friday night is "Amateur Vodanon for the Int half of the P. T. A. Founders Day
ing week. Sales for the week
past eighty years old, suffeced a
aril" night.
There are 244 mad stroke of paralysis a Year ago
spring. term which will be held
Program to be Held Here totaled 131,140 'pounds for
Monday matinee
is "Ladies
Plans are being made for a
on 4.pc,
41"1. aecordiug to college
;8,749.92. ad average of $6.68.
boxes on Murray Route and a harder stroke about two
The :Parent-Teachers Associa- The season's -sales total 1,074,680 Calloway county beauty contest Pal Matinee", two women for
One and The Ledger & Weeks ago.
Chief J. F'. Hays is isieutng -a officials.
whose schools tion of Murray schools will ob- Pounds ror $63,700.34.
which will be held here Monday. price o/ one went 5:00 p. m. For,l Tinian goes
Mrs.s.Downs made her Sternefinal warning to °where of auto- - Several.,teachers
into -190 of
the
feature
Monday and
date are ex- serve a special Founder's Day
Sales for the week by floors: March 5, under theiggps sengorship
with her son. Amos Downs, and
mobiles In the city of Murray and will 'close' by that
them
every
week.
Better
Calnoinr-Post of the Ralph Bellamy, Fay Wray, Walter
hacleseen in Colorado several
-rot $1,- of the
gleseggle, meteeseee- that the 123 pected to return and fsme their Program sFrinai evening at .7:30 Murray. 26,116 -pan n
than three out of four.
Connolly, Mary Carlisle, Walter
o'clock in the high school audi- 449.44, an average -of. $5.69: Amerinan Legion.
years.- She visited in Murray. a
•ptielleges taxes and automobile college careers.
Murray also gets the district Byron and Billie Seward appear
Class work will begin on April torium. All nienthers of the P. Growers,
65,030 pounds
for
(You may verify this state- few years ago.
tags must be paid for at once.
In 'Once To Every Woman", a
Site is survived by one deugh-'
r.hopr - Rena Ansa g/hag Inan v 3. The last day to register for T. A. and their 'husband-it are es- $4,900.35, an average of $7.54; contest which will be held here
ment front the carrier on that
uccredit -OM be April4, pecially Invited and Urged to at- 'Partherg, TT,Zht4
pounds
no r,wrOlinwmos day, Terewhiertlierch atiernes, treeresnuttabIng
have not-.maid then taxes and that fatten:mop
rduee, -Mr, Will Higgins Whit- 'ten Mrs. Eunice D. Onver, and
$789.87: an average of $5.96; 6. 2iia; post in the district will tion. Also -Ely Cubertaisa;Bridlia
the one son. She was a sister to
the city Intends to collect teetri although students may register as tend.
nett),
Experiences..
late as -April 9 for limited credit.
The program is as folloWays
Association, 26,695 pounds for be represented .here March g.
Everett Outland, an aunt of J.
without further delay.
For Wednesday and Thursday
The winner of the district conCommencement week will be
Violin solo, Scene de Ballet, De $1,560.27, an average of 16.29.
D., F. B., Alvis G and J. W.
He warns that those who per"Search
For
eBauty"
the
will
be
the
get
a
free
trip
to
The
spring
semester
Beriot—Miss
test
will
May
27-31.
Gwendolyn
nerry,
Sales Wednesday weren'Murray,
Outland, of Murray and Mrs. Minsist in their failure to pay these
feature
with
30
international
America
state
convention
of
the
accompanied by Miss Lillian Wats 4,135 atu-nds fot an average of
closes on June 1.
nie Purdom end Mrs. Ora Hodges
liceitses Will be fined. '
"Search
For
Beauty"
will
be
the
S
ten.
$6.44; Growers, 6,870 pounds Legion in Ashland in July and
and was related to many others
ners
and
Larry
"Buster"
Crabbe,
or-Y.-Significance of Founder's Day for an average of $6.92.: Farmers. the winner of the Ash-land conhere.
,
STANDARD OIL UNIT
96 FARMER SIGN
'—Mrs. Ronald Churchill, preen 8,205 pounds for an avenge of vention will be gonia to the Na- Ida- Lupin°, Robert Armstrong,
Burial wilrlie in Colorado and
The
Ledger
&
Times
has
a
TO REDUCE ACREAGE HERE,ALMOST FINISHED tient. James Gleason, Roscoe Earns and
in
Convention
s—
the fweeral services will beheld
$5.67; Association, 3,290 pounds tional
10 per cent greater coverage in
Also Laurel And
Florida, -this coming fall,' as Toby Wing.
Guest Speaker—Judge W. J. tot an average of $4.44.
Saturday at one o'clock.
The new unit of the Standard
Ninety-six farmers have signed
Hardy inmedy, "Dirty Work." . -Calloway county than has the
"Ml. Kentucky".
Webb, Mayfield_
.
j
to reduce their tobacco adreage Ott Co- here will be completed
Chicago tribune ibiggest in
-norther plans for the local abin
Selections—Murray rIneh school
under tie A. A. A. and signing this- week, it Is announced by Boys Quartet.
district contents will be announced:- Four Attend District
Chicago and one of the biggest
continues at the courthouse at the Shelby Davis, agent for Calloway
nest week.
After the program there will
Meet
-C..ity.,,„=6„ials
n the world, with over 1,0"00.county.
rate of about forty each day. A
- All of the company's terminal be a social hour,
Oft0 circulation) la. Kit Aimedtotal of '481 acres are Included
Frier frdm 'Murray attended the late,trade territory. _
The sign-up fof burley tobacco
FR A NK,FORT, In-y., 'Feb. 7—' DELINQUENT TAX
facilities on the raltroad in -the
the sign-up. The signing will
growers will cl,dse Saturday acCliff Claypool, supervisor of motSURVEY BEING MAD district meeting of city officials
south part of the city have- been Trenien Chrisman Gets
continue at the courthouse throheld in Paducah Friday. Roland
The Ledger & Timers cording to Joh Bondurant, MUDbrought -under one roof, *hiding
$19 for Basket of Leaf oc.transportation. grated cerughout this week and next, after office,
ty agent. T e signing is being
S survey of delinquent taxes is Payne, state Civil Works engV..--has i?ne of the biggest and
tificates today to
the Perdue
ware/muse and garage, All
which le will be taken up in the Is Ilnished.;exeept painting.
held it th courthouse and all
Line and -- ;1 Holland being being made in Calloway a neer, visa principal speaker on
TretnewesChrisman, eon of 'Mr. Truck
intensive
circulation''
mos
es...magisterial districts.
burley gr erg who grew any
to operate trucks a Federal project. Workers have the morning program. . Those
The work halt been in - charge and Min. II B. Christman, of tete Truck Line
Kentucky
weekly,
of
any
-inneachedule in the districts le: of. H. A. Fleming, Owensboro). Hazel section-get one of the best daily between Murray and Padu- ben employed for several days who attended were:. Mayor W. S.
during Uhl, 1932 or 1933 can
rate
and
its
advertising
adeshoe and Concord,- Mondas, Ky., superintendent of construc- Minn Of the season Wednesday cah -over highWan '68 and to ser- collecting data which was origian- Swann. Counejlmee J. T. Wallis
,
sign for the *eduction.
per 100 readers is among
February lits....Brinkley,erTuesnoy, tion of the company, and has rubrning when rt., baskti- of hi, vice all points atone-Mt line.
ally supposed to be In by Feb. and R. .P.4. ifolland and Nat Ryan
the lowest in the entire
February 30; 'buke
,
rty,-- .Wednes- been In prOgress since the middle leaf wits bid Off at $19 on the
Many Knott county poultrymen
15. Workers on the project are. Heglons
egtintty.
better methods this
y,,Thurs- of Denniber, It represents nn Growers' ,Floor.
are Using
day, February 2.1;
Uniop county farmers elimate Mc.. Mary Frank Farmer, projeet
- benne -eon:treys
mom -about our etrentatiem ter-,Teens settellems rtnorstar -to Pate'
day, February 22; Swan ,
hat corn adjustment abacita-mill-- Seadest;
Ida?, 'inveistment eiceeding $3,000 and - Young Chrismate, who
-,01
bred Mock, and feeding balanced
AAAADenham, Miss Tilluegignibbiefield, cheeks :Leaked $7,944 for the
genet/nary 23; Haug,
-etterrstmve- been eraptayedgion 11 years old, wiflolghiy gratVied total $97,000, and hog
tater hienee,
first payment.
et rations.
February 24. s
ands. Miss Frinseee Whitten.
,
Hoe project.
at the price hitt basket-brought. , checks about $135,000.
De Wolfe Hopper, veteran cornmedian and world's record holder
experiences
matrimonial
f0r
brought hie, company Included the
Seventh (on is the eighth-I- Mrs:
Hopper to Murray Tuesday evenlug for an °fierier of -The Mikado" under the auspices of the
Redpath Chautauqua.
An immense crowd appreciated
the efforts of Mr. Hopper and his
company. It must have been the
appreciative
)argeM ... and most
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COLLEGE ORATORS
LEAVE FOR MEET

4t HUTSON IS HEARD
BY LARGE GROUP

WLJAM BOGGESS
FUNERAL MONDAY

300 MEMBERS IN
AURORA DAM CLUB

FIRE DESTROYS
NANNEY HOME

•Prices

Mid-Semester
Opens in April

CAR LICENSE
SALE IS 1284

T. 0. Baucom on
State Oil Group

Legion to Stage
Beauty Contest.
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on City Licenses

Mrs. Eliza Downs
- Dies in Colorado

At The Capitol
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Ball Games
Mrs. Caroline Synithe Kersey. "Wilsons" were preemie I thlek.
U. S. A. Ma4. Reserves, Cincin- WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY Bettie Jeffrey -were very sorry
mother—Nellie
to Bare that she is leaving DexRuth
Mrs. Houadea received serious
nati. Ohne le our camp turgeenat the Capitol
Coach "- Deweeee's blue aid Vivian%
afternoon,
ter. 'She will make her borne in white basketball team romped on Jones.
Injuries
Thursday
'
He _wolfs abeut half of his time
Only two weeks now! I must
Mr. and Mrs. Frank..wing° to win their eighth vicMortimer S ym t h e
Padueah.
Kersey, when the horse that was being
with us a i• tne oti- at the
proceed to levy and well: Peet
Ernstherger,
of
Htintingdon. tory in a row Friday night in the Vitian's brother—Hewlett Cooper. driven by her, and her grand`,"
"tes Camps.
'Cadiz and.
personal property,' then adverties;
Tenn., will move Ito the house home
daughter, Mrs. Prentice Hatt,
- Forret G. leak)
The
Alum boys
gym.
the enrolled members of Camp
through newapaper and sell real
Mrs. Jeffrey is vacating.
became frightened and ran away.
Murray are representative of the
proved too much for the visitor*
estate to satisfy alruIqed4Wminor
inMrs.
stuttained
Hart
Mrs.
Alma
Lee
spent
list
whole,
Sunday
for
the
At the
throughout the game.
to expiate why state as a
It is necessary .
hets in may hanthe
juries, however, Mrs. Houeden is
with
her father, Mr. Wavel halt Aim° led the score 22-7.
We have selected the above title term; the central and ert7tierri
Honor Boll am one sheriff, !Mall perhaps
reported
doing
nicely.
Prttchett.
At the end of the game Alnico
t
rthis eolumn which will are counties Of Kentucky have cOnthe only one in the state, ;shoe
Below is a list
the honer
been
Lynnville,
who
George
has
Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Brown Was 22 points ahead.-the score students for the fourth six-weeks
(we hope - from time to tributed about the same nurtiter
111 at his home for several weeks, did not make a male for taxes
our rank. The lack of space
time.
moved last Saturday. They now being 42-Is).
last year. Thom,
term:
seems improved.
impossible
makes
to
it
name,
in
miles
South
live
of
2
Dexter.
Bardwell will play the Alnab
Webster tens us mumble means
tax bills erre
First Grade: Eine Ray Moody,
Here's hoping there are less
lit.
so
whole
dividually,
196,
the
Mr.
Breen
which
pieces
closer five _
here Saturday night.
to speak obscurely with Gm litel
carried over to
Barber McCulaton, Joe Dick, W. errors in tele letter than in last
the
is
for
to
do
logical
thing
to his work.
partly closed; that it -is a low,
this year. Now
B. McCnision.
week's. Think it was all "bunk"
people of Murray to come out and
History class
The Amerioan
confused utterance.
Sales will have
All the people around here are
Third Grade: Charles Strader, about those boys going to Florida.
SunThursday
evenings,
visit us
getting very anxious for Mrs. has been working on a budget Varicose
to be made
Oebron. ,f)die
Now, we sincerely hoPe that
Sono! Went, some didn't. I won't
j
days—in fact, visitors ere welEthel Curd to return to Dexter. ler'a family ot, five, living in Audry Willoughby, Geneva Crass, attempt to explain, might tell it
1,41-193S
out utterantia Meal not. seem too
come at any and tililImes.
town with an income of $1-500 dames Max Alibritten.
1933 which are
—"A. A."
oontused or even at all obscure.
wrong again —"Tilde".
a year.
Our Camp Superintendent. Mr.
unpaid.
Fourth Grade: Otiate Thomp„bet for tear of appearing itutabdThose w it o
son, Eleanor William's
est, the title "Camp Murray E. H. aalittreok. mekee his home
Music
Ey.,
but
Berdwell,
he
he
for
in
has
the
Glee
Club
ON le poll tax
Fifth Grade: Xudra Mae Smith.
Masablas" is at once the most
and
lived
egriceleare,_
and
taught
arrived and practice has..._begua
*Meted
pay—
Siete-Grariee
Silo.marice :should
for the tournament iti the spring. maker, Culista Cook, Harmon
worked in various sections of the
aI I
personal
bo'blatant.
The members of the Glee Club Smith_
state. Mr. Ashbrook has charge
property is .liable—nothing exHoward Bagaell
gave a splendid program ThursSeventh Grade: Mary bee Coleempted frows-4aa---ootlassion. A--Seessething About Our Camp of_s11. work done outside at camps
The Agriculture 4III and 'IV day moening.
man.
Company 1517, was organised and IA assisted lay the following
coat of levy and sale will Double
ban are studying heredity and
Eighth Grade: Mack Coleman,
at Fort Knox, ley., on June 1, nemed. State- --Feessters. N.
the amount of poll tax that Mill
importance of improving farm
Gaston Smith, a studeat of Bobbie Wilson Farley.
Hardia,-Oldhass Oeisais, Ky.; R..
have to be paid.
3t31. It waiand still in, an allanimals. They are planning to Gate school has been in a critical
liagalasicas.21ka__COnlitY.
Kentucky group, with the
Let everyone get their Mebane
farm
Mart
east:Mien.
management
By.1/
Hoover,
with
pneumonia
Beaton.
R.
studying
Wilson
but
is
Students from all departments
tion of one veteran. Norman M.
before Mamas- letesstieve Copt to
in
the
near
suture.
much
Green,
Ky.;
improved
Bowling
at
Euc.
this
Smith,
writing.
are working diligently toward the
Hogarth, who is a native of Ohio,
jou and worry and humiliation to
He is greatly missed bybis elses- scholastic contest, New Concord
LIQUID, TABLETS, SALVE,
Forrest Smith, Frankfort,
and our officerrs.
-NOM-. DROPS
Reenact
Lloyd Edwards and family ere linates-and - tbey-hosme
J. W.
Elluthethlownsire/Mika
jibed
TO
recor
-keep'
Lieut. Wm. E. Smith, U. S. N.,
Sincerely yours,
Checks Colds first day, Headaches
leaving for Detroit Wednesday be able to return.
Logan
Ky.; M. N. Hampton.
she made last year.
is's true cosmopolitan. He makes
or Neuralgia in 80 minutes,
morning.
Everyone sure hates
County, KT,, J. P Casebter, ConCc. W. Drinkard
9,
Ifrebruary
night,
Thursday
Malaria in 8 days.
his home where duty calls. Mrs.
Two new studeills Who form- Supt. M. 0. Wrather and Houston
to see them leave this community
rad Givens, Cullie Hauges., AMTonic
Smith usually *accompanies him.
and
Fine
Laxative
in which they have lived ter the arlY attelidell..NertliP., before mov- Dinning held a pee .1311Ird, Ilk (rem Ohio Celeallek
Pays to Heed the tiaselfteelle
meeting of- the
Most Speedy- Rometlies Known
- and she is now staying at the
past four and one halt years. Mr. ing into this &meet, enrolled local tobacco grewees, at Which
Ky.. and Joseph B. Mills, Hattlit*.
National Hotel in Murray. ,Lieitt.
Edwards seems to be a very suc- here this *eek.
County. KY.
Mr. Wrather explained the proSralth _lagatL_Cemmanslias. _Officer
cessful farmer hut thinks that he
araima•ariator
posed ...acreage ',program.
Tempany 1517 was stiffened
Ap- 1 1
i'lrat Lieut. Hietutel E. Zupko.
and
lairie
can
-do
better
at
public
Remember
the
Oily,
"Girl
in proximately fifty farmers attendat Hartford. Ohfb Cou_pty, Ky..
Reamers., is our quarter- 4r.oto
work.
Tile
eio
,
roni
Fur
e4
„
4
...,„,
Medicine
Ina
eteh
Graf.
Hat,
from
Coat",
to
be
given
by ed.
eottoil,
master, mess officer, Welfare &the !unto? Clasi-FrtdaY night of
Alberta. is Canada's contribution
11, 1923. when we were treas.. Al
students,- faculty
The
Litter. finance Wheel', and tractsthis
'Junes
week.
Elliott has been very
international
Paranniunt's
patrons of our school are delightterred to our present location, Br
pottation officer. He Is alp our
oilwith the lutprovement that
And there is one thing we think beauty contest. Fifteen physically busy attending trade days at
adjutant. It would restate vi:
plastering the gymnasium has
'is worthy of mention, though we perfect girls an dfifteen men, one various places. He reports that
titles to tell how one men Permade. '
repeat this, in all modesty: Camp from each English speaking coun- mule buyers are very busy and
'Jolene all 'those duties, therefore,
paying good
prices for small
The New Concord Redbirde:
Lee. C. c. c. co 1512. wair the
we won't attempt IL
try. were selected for the cast of
LleuL only
camp moved In our district
Several students are absent due still remain undefeated, having
Zueete is fregn
Paramount
's
for
"Search
Beauty,
In Which the people petitioned the
to .illness Ude week and-come few -played--souse outstanding, teams of
First Liebe Dealt C. Hartman,
The- Senior Class, under the
The
authorities to keep the camp In'which comes to the Capitol Thee.are present agate after 'recovering this section of' the state.
direction
aeggameor'sirs.
Canoe..
_ llesintrds
s
Berdwell Friley) liVesteesday anderflsuraday.
their
• .
`ttnitim.---."tram
Ing
plIffneeto
purchase
curtain
The foregoing isn't our only.t
tistr"Xlmo team won the de- day night, Fe,hguary 16, which
achievement .For since entajitt visor, end. Lt. Lindsey, Jr., aide material for the ,titege.
anion of-the judge in the debate bids to be one Pt the hest games
to Mamie, -use --tiave built up to Gen. lefedsaY•
held here last Thursdey after- of the SOLIOtk.
'••
Mr. J i m- Washets- Verge-Me
such- a good camp that General
It is a great honor to win the Callon, T. McCallon and Jettnie noon, they upheld the negative
i-iedser um'arded us The red flag district championship,
but we Walker have purchased some itu- sttle of the Question and our team
as• being the best camp in the
have even
greater aspirations. proved narrow leaf ldadole tobac- the affirmatiVe.
-Second District on his tour of,
The varsity net team" was deNext Monday,.the best camp_ of co seed from Cheatham county.
inspectios. Thursday, February'
feated by a score of 28-18 last
the Fifth Corps Area, white inWe 1hay7C-been
Friday evening by Murray Tigers more winter weather. Like April
Durable 1-eather and FA- 8. -cludes all tamps in. West Va..
Baby chicks consume so -little
inspecting Officers -were:
The
and
Concord
held
the lead in showers, Monday promises to be
Indiana, Ohio and Kentucky, is feed the first few der, of their
pert WOrkmanship
Brigadier -Geuerat Julian R. Lindto be determined, or rather, our life that a good ration - will cost tussel Saturday evening by a 27- a fair day.
see,
Col.
Lee
It
Lt.
Dunbar,
point
Med.
margin, the score being
OPPOSITE LEDGER kir
camp is to be inspected on that very little more than a poor one.
If Tilde had the wit and humor
Supervisor Post. Maj. 0, B. Trigg.
Concord. ,-of -Eagle", a knowledge of the
date in this competition. Watch It, is very easy to lose tUiiiigh
TIMES
-Cominander Dist. No. 2, Maj.
The member/I of both-the Koine Bible such la "Old Glory-" and
this colurnn for the results.
the loss o (the chicks many times
Irvin H. Smane, Dist. Med. Super:
Economics classes accompanied ':Sou t h I'leasant Grove," _Inn grit
It/at-ties
the cost of a good feed.
by Mrs. Doherty went to Murray to work like a "Busy Bee." the
Camp Murray's basketball team
The Future Farmers will mix
morning
and
visited medical ability Of "Curlyheads",
has made a fairly good showing, a feed containing all the vitamins. Friday
- We can show you a lot
but,as, spring approaches We have minerale proteins and all' " the Parker's Bakery. the. Clinic-Hos- the -education of "-Chatterbox-,
more about these suits,
pital,
Milk
Plant.
and
the
Mason the spunk -of "Mudsplitter", the
oth- attention centered on base- other elernepti, necessary to Make
men, than we can tej4ryeu
ball.
We bare settee splendid a good ration. We hope that the Memorial Hospital in connection contentment'Of "Liegy-Ned"".. heft
material and expect to come out people of Kirksey will take ad' with their class work. The trip the visiting newt: rit "Dexter",
for .they speak much betwas enjoyed by all who went and "Aimo" and "Hazel" this letter
e _great big way.
vantage ot this community 'amfer **themselves than
_
.
-g was both haterefoing and
-VC
-trifte
tIttIK`r4
Morals
On
B. F. BERRY
O. B: IRVAN
I
ing.
we can possibly speak for
spate and Ink- that 'It takes to
It IS good salesmanship to only
Our negative debating team print.it!
Dentist
Dentist
.
mention, our best points, though.
them.
has - a meet scheduled with the
Mrs.- Calvin Wilson entertained
fo,be sure, -we have a few faults.
First Nasional.lia.nk Building
Office...Over Light aad:Wister
Almo•
affirmative,
team
for
next
Stilt-we belkve mast" people-ere
with. a, minting, Wednesday and
Building
Tuesday,
.—P1403.111s-- _
February
20.
The Thursday afternoon.
Her quilt
trroart-nliu,ded in Calioway tem/a;
The values, too, speak
Office 26
1
members
school,
'It
is
of
nat
the
.-tar
but
for
life
negative
team
Phones. Office Let
Rem VG
and know;-„even though they
was the tulip design, and the
persuasive way.
in
a
r
e:
wo„learn.'
Obena
Erwin,
Mildred most
beautiful we have
seen
hadn't thouet about it, that
Wrather' aud Clara K. Crawfoed„ aiming the fancy type._ All the
You'll want one More
"Golden
Pond"
ie
as
famous
as
MONUMENTS
Debatens Witt leirst Tilt
TRUCk
the -Tampa Cigar-. So., can bays
than ever whex you learn
The Soptio.rnelre--44sos
The Almo High echoor negabe condemned for trying once a
PiaX
Standard Marble Works
how reasonable they are.
Daily Trips to Paducah
-product so famous in song and tive debating team, composed of "Hero Conies Charlie", directed
by
Miss
Jewels
Howard
Arverbey,
Vernon
war
E.
be
E. WrigIstOwner
To.
presentstdry, and known by reputation
F. IL Purdue
N. C. Wright
vathan and Hugh Phillips met the ed here Saturday evening, Febl
R. D. Simpeon
since .chndhood!'
Lynn Grove High school affirma- Friary 1-7.• The cast includes:,
Managers
TELEPHONE 190
"I had sour stomach and gas.
The Writer
"
East Maple Street
Nina Malone, cook at the El- writes Mr. Jess Higgins, of Gave
There is perhaps only one thing tive team Thuradier afternoon in
liott
the
Lynn
Grove
home—Robbie
auditorium.
Both
Erwin.
would
sonville,
Ga.,
"and
often I
of interest about the writer .
PHYSICIAN
AUTO REPAIRING
Officer Ten
McGrill„,
Nora's hzve Uioua Wells. I read about
_
_
we mean, Of enough interest to teams showed'a lack of organisaThedford's
Black-Dmaglit
and beSweet
tion
*Set
and
•
—Jim
consistency,
in
Scott.
their
publisly.-. When he enrolled in
L D. Hale
Lewis H.-Beaman
gan to take It. It relieved me of
Redeemers "Forest Army" in. arguments. . The decision was- ^lAre.1 Fanny Farnham, Larry's this trouble. I keep It all the time
0
Mee in Sexton lildg.
Southwest Center Square
Frank aunt 14 giarriage--Kathleen (laid- new. I cortettier ft a flee trio:114121k .P.June 1923 it required--two "r's," given to' -the negative.
1 take a pinch of Slaek-Draught after
Pho
Phone f04
Res. 35
to spelt his given name, but now Ellis of Murray State 'College, well.
—PHONES-7' Lardy Elliott, a young business Meals when I need It. It heilto
acted as judge.
Mod eel:vire
it only has one!
Office 93Rea. 128
prevent sick headache and to
The Basel affirmative will meet man-e-Coetsy Bradley.
Thats all 'till Thursday.
the system in good order."
TO Minter, isle.eld-ttme col
the Alnao negative, in .Almo
Get a ascicase at the store. Try tt I
TELEPHONE 55
-- PLUMBING HE %TING, sHEla
Now yes--sun pet Bicek-Dreeptte
StlerAL sett ELECTitir At.
High school auditorium Friday lege pal—Jack Cole Saps.
Clitazat.,
TIRE VULCANIZING
. Ii
WORK,
morning at
and the Lynn -;Viviair-eynitire Kersey,--1-arrY's Alte_lormiN a ItYBUP.
Grove
negative
fiancee—Nancy
Tuesday
Ruth
morning
Hutchins.
J. 0. Chambers
R. H. VANDEVELDE CO.
at the same hour.
Uncle Meek Twinge,'In charge
at Beamsn's Garage
Sirs.
Annie Dee
Belcher, and . Monday night the Alum team of Charlie—James Hugh Smith.
Premise Seise-.
Agent for General Tires
Miss RiSel Andrus srnt a' fen will
meet the
-Charlie llopps. La
Murray
. rry's Ward—
High
See me ab2ut your tire troubles
PHONE 435
days in_ Paducah Mat -week.
school affirmative at Murray.
Wetted Wrather.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Mathis-lrere
P HOTOGRAPH ER
SHOE REPAIRING'
the proud parents or-an eightpkild girl, born February 8.
Hunter
Love
Skin L Jones -has been named- Joe Ann
Mathis.
tired your Photograph for
Mother and baby are
twoothoint Corner square
Valentine _
doing nicely.
The beet of Met hers
Gaston Smith, who was taken
Expert Work
North Fourth Street
ill last week With pneumonia.• is
improving, and'we hope he will
COAL
WATCH REPAIRING
soon be up.
-The - many friends, of
-Cash Coal COMpany
Mrs

Taxes, Taxes,Taxest
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For'Shoe Repair
DUTCH'S SHOE.
SHOP

SPRING
SUITS

Hazel Route 3

Wonderful Suits
Wonderful Values

SEE THEM

inneomminuesa.,

CITY BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Ahno I-ligh School

_-item

a

DISTRESS - AFTER BW.AIS
Relieved By Bladr-Driaght

Drop in Today — A
Look Costs
Nothing

Graham & Jackson
The Store for Men

Dexter News

Why You Can Have

ABSOLUTE CONFIDENCE
in This Bank

WZi.Pnrcliess

Phone 16
G. isobb.
East Meek Street
Beech Creek Coal SO lbsetatitu.

J 4.weln
una. M wriest
IneePitments

NOTICE!

at John.on.Valts Music0,

For Highest Market Prices

TAILOR
Peter

Heppoer

t_rf It an Bendiest
Baseasent
•ite .
.
MaSeijvar altering. repair work
*s and talldring don, ri0It.

ring liart
i-

C. A. Bishop

CHICKENS AND EGGS

Umed Parte. Tices
Small dowp payment.etaars.

0—

S. G. BOGGESS

Southwest Corner Stmare

VETERI NA-RIA N
Wilkinson's

H. H. Boggess
Preemie, rabies with 1 sl
vaccine Maga $2.174
fol. 12 ritatiM"
Phowes.-ane
Hes. ;nal

--

AAUP'PRY
„ Prompt* Done
Crystal

Laundry

Sanitary

R. Sour stomach
gas and headache -----

DRY CLEANING'
-We no It a Little Iketer"

due
CONSTIPATION W.;

611.341101t CLEANEtte

SUN-DEMOCRAT

_ . MACHINE StIqP
Repaint,.
eii le and &tett-.

Sunda) Papers at Bluebtrd
Cafe and •Dale, Stubpleffold

111.101ANESS
m

We give ci -eryone first class
sanitary service

Phone 2.32.
Otry Paschall. Solicitor

Trent Wells

on West Main Street Near Farmer, Grocery

Barber Shop
6eceed Doer Beam. Capitol

Expert Hatters
l'h •ne

eity Carrier service

- absolute confidence in this bank because
You can hal4
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation guarantees
fully any mid all deposits of this bank unto $2500.
,
For this bank is not using the extra protection offered by
the FraCs plan as an excuse for careless banking practices or as a shield to poor management. The guaranty
of deposits offered by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation merely provides the Depositors of this bank
with an extra and additional margin Of safety Over and
above that provided by the conservative policies and the
sound management of this strong bank.

the disaster is the time to answer that
BEFORE
question to your satisfaction. "Enough Insurance" means an adequate amount to replace fully
the loss of your home, property or business. And
remember, the present upswing is increasing stock
glaUfg. - Anything LESS-is your- Inse-1 And
suranee costs so little Tier thonsithd.

T $2,500_WILLEARN
Hidden Away or on Your Person
In Postal Savings, a Year
In the BANK OF MURRAY

Berry & Melugin
Frazee
•

retie welding end tilt Bork.' .
. Electrical Weak_ ___

BANK OF MURRAY

GATLIN BUILDII4G

PHONE 331

"It Does Make a Difference Who Writes
Your Insurance"

leAfillIS MACHINE" SHOP
North 4th
Phone 277

NOTHING
$50.00
$75.00
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Business," and "The Negro
. thild and fourth grades Will preHalitus Hitiriin, the maid
Covington, Faughn —and
in the Professions."
sew a
Folwelb
Ties in League Race The P.'2. A. held its regular gram. Washington's birthday pro- honor—Odie
e"will be furnished
MuleTHE LEncER
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SCOTT'S GROVE
BIBLE INSTITCTE

mod perhaps
S *tate,
:le fur taxes
t year. Those
r bills were
tried over to
a year. Now
lee will brie
he made ftamok_
21-11138
33 which are
paid.
Those who
r poll tax
maid
I
personal
-nothing exrilleselerse
y will Double
tax that wily
their taabille
aiave Coot to
iumiliation to
ours,.
W. Drinkard
to tlassifteehr

Suits
ralues

Stella Gossip

•

Meeting Monday afternoon with a
and Mr. and Mrs. ConPastor D. W. Billington anThe Covington awl Faughn large attendance. We'are proud
nie
Mills
Richard.
and
Friday night, at 7 o'cleek the
Mr.
and
nounces that a Bible Institute
Smith
attended tearpri have tied ia the .intra to say that our kitchen is almost, Eakin) Blue Bird baaketeers will
will be held at Seeders Grove Bap- Mrs. Sidney
Mural !segue race for honors with ready for use.
pla the fast Kirkgey Eagles at
tist church March 21-26, and the church at Coldwater Stone Mein- 4.Wims and one logs each in the ,
E11,:t011.
The4tme at Kirksey a
program arranged lay D. W. Bill- oriel M. E. church Sunday and basketball series.
The play-off
few weeks a
heard 0. C. Wrather preach on
,resulted in a 32Gunter's Flat,
ington,
D. McMillen and V. H.,
out
of
two
games
of
throat
will
he
"Christian Influence; Acts 9:36,
22 victory for Kirksey but, one
MeCiard is as follows:
held
next.
Coach
Holland
enwithout which ruin and destrucMr. and Mrs: Novis Hubbs of of bacon's star' players was not
Wednesday, March 21
flounces. Following the play-off
..pent- a short va- in the game due to illness, an
10:00 A. M., Sermon—C. H. tion would reign eupreme. Mar- an all intra-mural leagoe team S. Louis,
vin Vaughan, the pastor, assisted
cation with Mrs. Hubbs' parents, we are hoping to turn the .tidif
Wilson.
will
he
picked.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton
Michaux. Friday -agile
11:00 A. M., God'e Warning to the presiding elder by leading
Team standings are:
Mrs. Michaux returned home with
song services. Mrs. Ethel Stone
Ezek—T. O. Shelton.
W
Pct.
L
them to _spend a;
cow weeks.
Saturday night, February 17,
1:30 P. M., Sermon—C. D. had prepated a bountiftti dinner Covington
4
1
.800
for us Stella Mks, which I enspeaking
The
tobacco
was well the patrons of the district will
Wilson.
Faughn
4
1
.800
very
much. I don't want
attended at this place Wednes- pirsenr -a 3-act comedy entitled
2:30 P. M., Workers Tdgether joyed
.400
3
2
Jesse Stone to say "Hard times.' nun
day night but as it is being any "An Arizona Cowbo-Y". This will
With Him—T. 0. Shelton.
Thurman
Z.
.400
3
February 8 at 4 p. in. Nace
benefit to the farmers we don't certainly furnish a lot of enter7:00 P. M., The Three-fold
1
3
.250
Butterworth's dwelling burned to Yarbrough
know, bot strust it will as the tainment. Come.
Men—A. hi. Hawley,
Elkine
1
3
.250
the grotind and on February 9 at
farmers are in need of what
Thursdc4. March
m. Will Nanny's house went
Saturday night. February 24,
they raised to bring more money.
10:60 A. M., Morality of Im- 9
lit- terrible flames with high,
gn to Faxon what is expected
—Miter-Erorortry-Barneii.of Murray
- Incirratirr-13. IL Boas___:____-__
spent Sunday with Miss Estelle to be one of the most - thrilling
- -11:00 A. M., Scriptural Bap- -Fara wind from the Northerist.
Mr. Nanny had no insurance. I
games of the-- season, when the
Our third educational program Hayes.
tism—R. 0. Beaman. •
Mr. -end Mrs. Harry Coles-, who home team Will be hosts to the
----1tit0 -P,--ht,,- -Slron g Holds of DPW alit A tuishel baLket raf. dry. was held Sunday afternoon in
dead grass from lIehirlg the stem the school audItorium.Rev: G. W. recently married, have moved to Reidiand Greyhounds.
Satan—F. G. Wilborn.
•
, pastor of tbst -Free-lbw near atteway for the year:- Mr.
-----Ar-1tit0 P. M., Exposition of mph., of 4.1455 larleaulitraney, elated- there
hy_
greig._.number of Englith tist Church. spoke an the subject: and Mrs. Claude Luter gave .the
The Faxotl basketbell team de1:1-14-1. C. Lilly.
"Negro in the Ministry".
young. people a pound supper feated the Aurora quintet Satur7:00 P. IL, Exposition of Eph. sparrows.
A fp:KAY number heard Charley
1:16-21—J. C. Lilly.
Douglas High school is (emery- Thursday night and they seemed day night, February 3, by a score
'
Of 32-8.
8:00 P. M., Baptist History—' Arnett preach at the Coldwater lag Negro History.. Week, begin- to have enjoyed it.
The Cardinals gained the lead
concrete church building Sunday ning February 11 through FebMrs. Bates Richardson, eon
.R. 0. Beaman.
] at ttIO-P. 1heeii it if was a ruary 16, having a program each and
daughter, Elizabeth
and in- the initial quarter and held It
FirklaY. 'March 28
throughout the entire genie.
10:00 A. M., The Father's Will Cold, cloudy, winter day.
day in chapel for the benefit of James Ryan. of Murray. were
—F. G. Wilborn.
Graves Williams moved Feb- our school and cornaunity. We Sunday guests' ol Mr. and Mrs.
Faxon Presents Play
11:00 A. M., The Meaning of ruary 9 to the
W. H. Finney moved our chaptl hour from Hallett Stewart.
Miss1otts=11; 'B. Boil.
fattu,...attere John Key rived lafit 1-700-to 11:40- A. M. for-- the ---12Ins. Watt Mao Paschall spent _The Faxon adult night school
will eresent a play entitled '
,An
1:30.13. M., Not Ashamed of the year.
of those wishing to hear Friday as guest of Miss Mary
Arizona Cowboy", in the High
Elaine Brandon.
.'
Gospel—J. C: .Lilly.
- Am writing 'tithe en 1.44160494 our program%
auditorium,- February 17,
preaThing at Martin
2:30 P. M., The Faith—A. M.
Since the Negro History Week
birthday, yea old "Abe" drenched
Chapel Sunday at 11 o'clock by at T:00 P. M.
Hawley.
this Southland in human blood has attained Nation-wide recogThe cast of characters are as
the pastor. the Rev. L: Z. Hur7:00 P. M., Going to Hell in
in 1861 to 1866 which should nition as a celebration of the
ley, also at this place at ; o'clock follows:
Droves---Rey Tatum_ -second
weekFebruary,
uf
it in-\.
have been avoided by arbitration.
Parley -Gantt. thisby.Harvey W. Riggs, id-urrese.
Saturday. March 24
observed annually in practically
I .praise him not!
As news Is icaree, it has made skeriff—Cleddie `Holland.
10:00 A. M., Sermon—A. M.
Minliter Luther Pogue will all of the urban communities my letter very short. Now, readers - Pant Quilltian, his partner—
Hawilig.- where thought is given to the
11:00 A. M., tatinat Steward--- preach at Coldwater next Sun- uplift of the Negro race. The of -this community, I would ap- Kenneth Hale.
day at 2:30 p. ne. which will enDuke Blackshear, cowboy rustpreciate any news you would
B. H. Jones.
thought emerged (torn the minds
ler-Mark Parker.
send me for the paper.
1:30 P. M., Playing the Fool gage the attention of a large
the
founder,
with
cooperaof
the
audience.
Hezikiah Bugg, biggest liar
—"Rosebud"
-Roy Tatum.
A "Tinlizzle" ran over _Preston tion of ministers, teachers and
In Arizona—Harry Lester.
• 2:30 P. M., Prayer—D. H.
erofessional
business
and
men
Cotham's dear dog and
fiig Elk, an
Indian chief—
killed
Jones.
Prof. John F. Key Conducts '
Sylvan Hale_
Balance of the
family throughout the country, the cele7:00 P. M.: Glad Giving—Car- him.
Singing
Schools
in
Trigg
Co.
bration
to
proved
Unusual
be
an
thinks it is a ,big joke but that
Grizzly. Grimm, cowboy rustier
roll Hubbard. success. Negro History week has
boy will never get over it!! —Clarence Dyer.
Sunday. March 25
Prof.
John
F.
Key,
vocal
Margarite Moore, the pretty
Blind Tiger whiskey business is helped to arouse the people to a
10:00 V-SET-Ilible Study.
keener apprciation of the contri- teacher and gospel singer of ranch owner—Luna Elkins..-. 11:10 A. M., Life. JO. 1:4—Joe getting worse and wor;e!! A bution
Calloway
county,
conducted
singof the Negro to civilizaman and a woman were arrested
Coralle Blackshear, the Duke's
rranicron.
,
tion. Men are now learning to ing school at Pleasant Hill Baptist sister—Stella Ragsdale.
204 P. M., Sertnon—Carroll as bootleggers. "Are you twa think
church,
'near
Golden Pond, Ky.,
civilization as
of
the
married!" the con asked. The
Mrs. Petunia Bugg, wife of
Hubbard.
In Trigg county, beginning Janheritage
the
centuries
of
to
which
Hezildah—Carrie Brandon.
man said yes! "What Le your
" v 7;00 P. M., Life. Jo. 1:4,
uary 22, continuing twelve nights
--Joe
name and-What's hers?" Ile said all races have made some conyowkee, a Chinese—Edna Hale.
-Brandon.
in succession.
tribution.
Tye
observing
are
Fawn Afraid. Blif..EliCa_daughThe Church and ggstor invites Mine is John Smith and hers is Negro History Week in order
A wonderful interest was manito
ter—Tornson Parker.
he general pubile,to_ attend these Melee Jones." Then the officer give stimulus
fested and when Professor Key
boys
to
our
and
fainted dead as a mackerel.
Young'un, not much of anybody
ervices.
, '
girla who wish to make out of left_ the school on Febgpary 4, a —Lucille Hale.
—"Eagle"
themselves citizens, and teach the glad welcome was ringing-- out
EACKliff't AT ALMO
Negro child about himself and over the Trigg county hills for
A negro --pTiy entitled "Whir'
•RENDAY AT 2:30 P. M.
better singing.
others in reletton to himself.
Be Groom," will also be Preerybody
In
the
After
a
two
days
community
rest
at home,
fl
clther ,eubjects discussed were:
,sented the same night.
tiortditiir_ halted in attend the
foe the Week to- be discussed are: Mr. Key returned ' to start a
A Negro s5rrnon-.
7-Fred Corira
service* in the church in Alm°
school
at
Bethlehem
Baptist
"The Negrq- Labor in the United
:Vacant and Stale, pages at-the
.;..i1eXt Sunday afternoon .at 2:20
States'",!„i"The---Negro -- in Art," C1111reh._ Which la now In sessiem:iiiWd n
Raltsdaht
o'clock. Ernest B. Motley will
"The Negro as a Spokesman and with the expectation for a twelve Voris Parker.
preach.
Educator," "The Negro Press." day school there.
-Ex-odus Endive, bride's mother,
Tile "Sweet Heaven" ' 1934
Mark Parker.
Vaughan books were used.
Economy Endive, the bride—
, Both of the schools have been
Wilma Carraway.
a. great success, Which we owe to
Pectin _Ripcord, the rejected
our able teacher -and the cosuitor—Can Geurin.
operation of both churches. ,
Shoofly Itaihrw,- Faiturres Mind
--Joseph ClarkNOTICE OF DISSOLUTION
Falium
Endive, the
bride's
fa,ther,---Ocus Cartaway.
Notice is hereby -given that
°Meer Chipmunk, a policeman
Murray Mercantile Company, In—Wilson Gantt.
corporated, is clotting op its bassiReverend Skidfoot, who ties
nee*, and that said corporation
the knot—Hubert Doneistm.
will be dissolved.
Putty Heel Nosegay, the best
This February 12, 1934.
man—Miran Folwell.
Murray Mercantile Co., Inc,
By: Ona IL Happy.
President
.I. B. Happy,
MS
Sec retary "I was weak and run-down and
suffered quite a bit with pains in
my side," wrrtes Mrs. Nick BarFaxon
ns,of Beaumont, Texas. 'I was
"That which is worth doing at nervous. I did not rest well -at
night, and my appetite was 1,00r.
all is worth doing well".
"My mother had used Cardul
Well here we are again, working harder than. ever preparing with beneficial result, so I decided
to win both the County Basketball, to take it. I surely am glad I did,
Tourney and the' Scholastic Con- for It stopped the pain in my side
test to be held in the near future. and built up my general health.
I took seven bottles in all."
On Friday, February 23, the
Cardui is sold at all drug stores.
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Don't Cuss Your Car These Cold Mornings

USE
,

:'•

*

az

Douglas High Notes-

•

ou a lot
;e suits,
tell yew
uch bete* thaw
peak for

of the American Legion band, and a chargeti.
:string band of the community.
Mrs. Octa Oeurin is director of
if)' A small admisisora • will - be the pray.

-- Not Everybody- in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

Replace Drudgery With Leisure
at Low Cost With Electrical
Service.

t

N RA

AN Diamond stations are ready for this
cold weather with a new and improved
special "Winter Grade" D-X. a specially processed motor fu•I that gives instantaneous starting at low temperatures. Inaddition to high velatiiity,"winter.Gren."
D-X provide's, as an exclusive feature,
non-carbon-forming lubrication to upper
cylinder,. parts
, valves, pistons, rings
and cylinder walls, which elimination-Much

of the starting resistance caused by cold.
dry, "gummy" movieg parts. "WinterCredal" ti-X starts cold motors quicker,
makes them run smoother, more quietly,
it provides greatest mileage .
ntaximum economy_
decreases cold Weathec-.starting strain on your battery and
starter, Try a tankful of "Wintor-Grado"
it is the perfect cold
D-X' °dozy
wantbett,motqw fuel.

MID-CONTINENT PETROLEUM CORPOPAtION
•

STARTS 01/11firi
INCREASES MILEAGE • HIGHEST AIM-Ma
DY2S4C

"1 IT MB

Relieved By Taking Cardni

Ion

High School

No other servant works so
cheaply, efficiently, faithfully
as Electricity. It never gets
sick, "lays off" or goes on a
strike, and it's available 24
HOURS A DAY!

"Come In"
-

•

INVITE THE 'TIMMONS...10 00Me
into your home.
Every member of the family
will enjoy it. With tt telephone,
it is so easy to get in touch
with year friends—to order that

ELECTRICITY IS THE CHEAPEST THING
YOU BUY!
-AVERAGE COST-OF--ELEetikiCAL-SERVICE-7LiGHTINC
bc a day
MAKINd-T144E COFFEE
SWEEPING THE FLOOR
TOASTING THE BREAD
RADIO ENTERTArNMENT
REFRIGERATION, ICE CUBES
COOKING THE FOOD, per person

ping Cr, indeed, to do all your
shopping by telephone—to talk
with altnrisk anyone, anywhere,
in a matter of seconds.

half cent a day
half cent a day
half cent a day
1 1-2 cents a day
6c a day
lc per meal

Welcome the telephone, and
you will also have an added
sense of security' through the
knowledge that in emergencies
it is a quick means of summoning the doctor, the fire department, or the police.
Your frirds will be delIghted if -You invite the telephone into your home. The folks
OU lite and who like you will
not foci barred by distance from
those friendly conversations that
"-Eilf-&ale-liTe--worth
To order your telephone, just
get in touch with the Business
ogle*. Or, any telephone amelors
will be glad to take yeeramiler.

Buy Standard Electrical Equipment From Any Reliable
Electric Dealer Anywhere

Kentucky-Tennessee Light and Power Cor
of the Associated System
MURRAY;

SOUTITERNL

KENTUCKY

Telephone and Telegraph
..........0

LL
Co.

a

Stations and Dealers Where Winter Grade D-X Can be Purchase&
oOk

Super-Service Station

Whiteway Service Station

East Maip Street

Corner College Campus

Farmer-Purdom Motor Co.

W. C. Farmer & Son

West Main Street

West Main

Dewey Parks

H. C. Lawrence

West Highway

Lynn Grove

Rudd Brothers

Albert Farris & Son

Lynn Grove_

Browns Grove

W. C. Holland & Son

J. P. Oil Co. Service Station

Tobacco, Ky.

Hazel, Ky.

Allbritten & Simmons

W. R. Young & Son

New Providence, Ky.

New Concord, Ky.

Guerin & Farris

G. M. Thurman

Cherry, Ky.

Brandon, Ky.

Coinire—Wihim

Rupert Morris

Pottertown, Ky.

Eggners Ferry Highway

Snyder & Futrell

Riley Brothers

Golden Pond, Ky.

Kirksey, Ky.

E. E. Youngblood

J. M. Perry, State Line Road

Coldwater, Ky,-.

Hazel, Ky,

Carlin Riley

Terry Lawrence

Backusburg, Ky.

Paducah and Benton Highway

L B. Coursey

Hargis & Edwards

. Dexter, Ky.

0,Cliarrison.
Benton and Paducah Highway

Almo, Ky.

The Henslee Compaiw
Newberg, Ky.

Super - Service Station
of JACKSON PURCHASE OIL COMPANY
BART AfAIN STREET

KENTTt icy

.__Waral•
JO*

•

•

-

•
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bxpltuns Reason for Voce
*Against Reducing Auto Licenses

Winsiterre wire and ter rows ed. iffie lifin era" ask Ma
passage eV•einesday of this week
tinier on a few acres than on 1 1-4 cents per -pound for his al.
and a reduction of tax on real
mew acres.
kotaassii- itheald hie arop be a- tobeforetionnolidation - of hs Marra: Lst..The
Ttmas and The Time. estate.. which -will
Herald tOwasor
lata
(3) It is easier to get a good tal Who*.
the body in a few days,"
Publorhed Hy The Calloway County Publishing 03-.. Ina
'Noble Clark, 36, well known
L,egdger Le Times
• atone wall around it, except early stand on a few acres. Extra
Respectfully yours,
"But what about the min who
North Fourth Street. Murray, K.
one; Jefferson county couldn't live Ores are often set late with poor doesn't-sign?" people ask. Noth- eitisen of Hardin, cilod gierg
Waylon Rayburn Dear ./tte:-Metter
Jos T Lovett
I am not making apology for three months.
Plants slid make a low yield of Lag•hais been done about him or Tuesday morning, February IL of
compiteatiosh.
Funeral servfces
casting the oaly vete ogolalltThe
The. saute -gang in against the poor quality.
Meteced tit the Postodios, Murray. Ky., as second class mall matter.
P011 him. He sells his tobacco on
Were conducted from the Hardin
reduction in auto licenses, bet-to Primary to saiect State officer, so
(() Fewer acres will, receive the same market as the man who Church of cthlst
tell the peoplesed my detriet What that they may perpetuate thawWednesday of
better care in cultivation, spray- signs a contract but he-receives last week.
It means, as I see it.
selves in office, for patropage ing,
fireDark
payments.
benefit
no
cutting, etc.
Clark is survived by his wifee.
The agreement Was to reduce mike alone. We have
priMaira
Eight cases of measles have
16) •deset, and something that cured tobacco growers who slam Mrs. Pearl Clark; Ftve
IATIrrORIAL been _reported in the county and the license at
#titers,
this time MI6" for other offices at the same time many good
growers think is very contracts will receive about $1,- Mrs. Bob Lynn and Mrs. Victor
EMII
NA
O
t.,P4AIS?Ot
Dr. J. A. Outland, county health fourth. but this reduces Remits- te why not let tire people select Important. seduction In. produc- 700,000 in rental and benefit payboth
of Detroit; Mrs. Lee
Henson,
officer, hes issued a wanting to half. - The Road Department had State officers?
tion will eaable growers to give ments. Should only a small por- Venable, Mayfield;
Mrs. Lei
The "gang- will not permit an
parents to take every precaution a right to theicipate the revenue
the tobacco ,more- space in the tion of the growers sign contracts, Ross, Altuo; and
lars. Clifton
for this year's licenses and to wa- Investigation of the Treasurer
to prevent farther spread.
dila.
would
$1,700,000
be
the
then
barn so that they may uer the
Riley, Marshall county; and two
"Measles is' one of the most ry on said give as much work as and premiere the state's credit
"soft cure" method of firing. Thip vided among fewer people and brothers, Winburn Clark anelok
bawr/Tttl,,1 Hates —In First
rPistriet and Henry and to be dreaded diseases of child- poetithie to build roads before the and the- value of warrants for
method is clearly a profitable one, each would get more.
Oakland Clark, both gtixtroic
gneeart Counties. T,-nn,, $1.06 a year;
0100; elsewhere. $2
Ads'ert using Hates and 4atornsui6O Meet Calloway VottntY irtaratid hood. Not only may an attack terrible advance gets on and had teacher*, road workers. ittry fees for tobacco cured in this way Is
Then suppose the growers who
Lurutshed upon applicallop.
be so severe as to cause dead, contracted and used this money anciiiSli the minor officials of the
bringing prices materially above do not sign a contract peeduee DISTRICT P. T. A. MEET
but many and
grave Mimetic& sad now owes it, thereinto, it
ar.0._ _utter') unable to find
wc
It the Treasurer Ii, o, k. and hat cured by the old methods. a lot more tobacco and the price
done are too likely to oecur. will have to be paid out of the
IN PADUCAH MARCH 6 .
room.- for. Every week the editor
nett fallk The government has promr
i
ed *ind the funds safe, then the 'news- Hoirever, for a suocessred
Chief among these comPlicaeions gee tax yet to be collect
I, required to decide what should
tobacco
cure,
the
must
be
spaced
who
growers
papers
will
cut
out
down
putting
the
1934
these
L
the
twins
to
give
ised to
are pneunicinia, diseases of the
Tuesday, March 6, le the date go into Um qpplia -available. —
.er in the _i"in end well ven- sign .a contract a fair purchasing set for the
osuall tir torte tOveniteend sheeld be severely deli, with for widel
and respiratory troubles. 'Fbe*Wag- conference of .
Of-Wines. we get an article
It
tilated.
would'
destroying
fittite
rich
counties
have
state
pild
fawn
some
the
credit.
fighting
most dangerous is, of course,
power, or enough money _on
the First Distill Parent-Teacher
Intel type and then are not able
growers
to
have
I
would
throwno
like for my people to
away ex- avearge to buy what he could in Association in Faducah.
do this thing etch session, in
pneumonia.
to print it that week. We would
The unselfish mollies of some
"atmeles. unttailm Maim with (Sc!. 1 thnafikt when 1_41,114 write me how to- 'vote on nuke- tra, tobacco last fall at 'mooing the ten ystre---'peried of _ 1919- Charles -.itts :1-9.nagglktio
National
kindly ask mit contributors to be'
sore
eyes; running noes
of our coneemporaries who 161111t lenient
and went to thile;Senete I would ad- ters but give me a reason for the time rather than crowd it in the 1929. If the market price fells, Board of Par:ant-Teacher Associaand generous when they
barn. Thank ttAra tobacco is Of- the _gotteentuelit will increase. the ttOini._Wl4 theAllelit Weaker, She ee
sempLozn&. resembling thoae vOesaitel_iezhet When I got *there vote.
to sacritice Murray State _Coil
•
lirlitues"- the editerbeeq
There were other Senators who ten Itioed in old
oeen
barns taX on 'tobacco and will then in- is a very able. Instructor.
a cold. Three or four days and feend all, central, Kentecky
in ordekto_xedutte
parlieute' r halide -didn't gat of
budget, rsntiud t1 c- if the Patriot
a rash
-Marked hat—hall-exeinit-- roads -andr-Ille were - tiot- foe taking so - much where a godd cure cannot be had: crease the benefit payments.
in the 'paper. We-ere tiding ihe
farmer is W.11:1111i;:, 1116 time profever is frequently present in•the eountime with large, towns of all train the road department at this
wee said, *--1 regret to-sacrifice
It Pays to Reed the Classifieds ,
best we est& 'With the avellable
No one will be foiced to sign
the state advocating it I ran time bet thought it was lost and deckle poorly cured tobacco.
your life for my country."
early
before
stages
and
the
ra
,.pace
at
-Pressure
our command.
high
No
contract.
4
•
backwards from jj.. _ande
sate
'
enp:_e_
lieCtIfir.niit
ur,. voted _
groweee-aire
,
After all, space does cost
etliaii-W111 be Weed. The-en-eel
Measles always devotee,'from' result by retaining it we have. in be on the winning side of this about the clause in toe contract
The state is again dogging the
menu and, frankly,'we feel that exposure to someone ;elm- has the first dietrpt , gotten,:good vote.
being held at the
relating to no increase in total ings that are
dog-owner.
Offices in
It has a distinct vnlue. There is the diocese.
are purely
T. O. TUttIVER
It, ie „Minted- only ;dads by a just allocation of
crops planted and harvested. This schools of the county
First
a limit to the, amount of news from person to perion. The in- money and local representation
National Bank
meetings. The govinformational
•
seriouo
is
when
not
-so
we considWhen Prooperity returns some
can be Published in relation fectious material causibg the, die- on the commission, and now as LET UACE THE FACTS er everything. A largegeiount of ernment wants the farmers to
Building
able to recog- that
people trill not
to the volume of advertising. We ease is found/in discharges
proposed contract as
from we have, in many counties, no
West'
Main Street
lead in Callovtay county is consider the
nize It and_ Will go on crying can't
farm
publish 10 or 12 pages when the nose and throat. It is
priposittoo and make
surface on
many
Keith Venable
largely permanent
always
already in harveate.d cropc_MARY a business
"hard times" as they
rdered doesn't disseminated hy• coughing an roadie and-. were -just egottln.g- to
Telephones,
nhout
Office:71.141minds
Yitev9r"
before
their
have
-diffe
CitHOWaY acres need to be LIJN'a to soli Ins- up
bye.
justify 'More. than six or eight sneestng.
the place of • building tluf farm farmers laced such a situation as
trrg_a
reductiop antract.
Rea.
National Hotel
proving
crops
'ctreh
as
lespedess.
pagers.
"At hetet nineey per cent of to market roads:. they step in the TabliCeo Control Plan Offered With the largo amount 'of need
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Knee Action Will Remove Every Chug
Hole—and That's Saying Plenty

• Camp Murray 11

BUS TIME TOLE

Farmer-Purdom Motor Co.

LAST WARNING _

LET US TONE UP AND TONIC UP
YOUR CAR FOR
SPRING

1

GOOD
ENOUGH
FOR

PRIVILEGE UCENSES
AUTO_M_OBILE LICENSES

M

MAYBE you've been
400king- with-

FOR CITY Or MURRAY

ing eyes 'at some of
the new cars, but you

ANYBODY

CHEAP

can't see

your

way

clear to
grade.

make

the

Let us prove to you that your
old car isn't dbwn and out yet,
that
even though it may look
way.

ENOUGH
FOR

EVEWBODY

We can probably put it in
-prune shape for another season
or tvvo for less than the down
payment on a new car.
_—
GET OUR ESTIMATE ON REPAIRS OR OVERHAULING

IT'S
UNION MADE

ARE LONG PAST DUE
We're
Experts On
Body Work
Motor Repairt
Paint Jodie
_Simonizing
Brake Repairs
Radiator
Repairs
Battery

.

AND MUST BE PAID AT ONCE

THIS IS FAIR WARNING
These licenses have been due since the 15th of last May,
1933, and if you are fined for not having them, do not
blame me as you have had fair warning. This is positively
'-the LAST NOTICE!
- --,
ATTEND TO THESE MATTERS AT ONCE
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rt-olver
lenition
Si r

Pend( r
Replier-

-ROY RUDOLP11.& SON

By order City Council.

AT FARMER-PURDOM MOTOR CO.

J. F. HAYS, Chief of Police
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Rfrumeg Hrs. R.' 'editeett.' Mitt Nailer Daily intfloa beating.' Carnes and contests were anRefre‘anienta were served.
Song, Savior Like a Shepherd it Pays to Read the Claaealliede
saeibI pav.14, Mrs,. Sam RaldlibOIL gifts 111 a. little wagon
Refreah- ;,)%eil. Little Miss Cariendi Ibis
There were tweistadear present.
Mrs. Charlie Hale.
mantis were served
• •
Lockhart pulled in a little wagen,
Scripture, 1 Salo. 3:1-10.
• • •
• • •
,:,,corated in Valentine colors,
Given Shower
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isded with Oita 't
Thuhidwy
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/lotto: -For
February . The
A iitiftiCrOUil plate was served.
Dinner For Mr. Pine
sprprtae household shower„Tisurs- World Moves Fes-ward
These present were:
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The February meeting of the
day afternoon, at the hones of Feet of Little Children.
Dr. and Mrs. J. W. Cater enterMrs.
Alvin
Mrs.
Farris,
Dumas
1930 Ford Coupe, with runs..,
Woman's Club was held Thurs- tained at dinner at Wells Hall
Torn
Mrs,.
Linnrille. -Mrs. Hurt " Story,
Barbaranello
Harris.
Copy for this page should be submitted not later than
day efternoon, at the Sexto. home Friday evening in. honor of the stark, Mrs. Curtis Crouch, Mrs. was formerly Miss Lottie
Isle seat.
Hen- (From book)—'Ail of Ps One'.
Willie
Wrather,.
Mrs.
Garnett
on West Main with Gies Deltas chief engineer of the CWA, Mr.
Wednesday noon each week.
drick. She received' many nice
Ford Coupe, with rum1929
Morris,
Mrs.
Stevenson,
H.
Story,
Josephine
Crawford,,
Mrs. Joss-V-Lovett,-Editor.
Home Phone 338. as hosts,
Pine and Mrs. Pine. The guest* Mrs. Miller
ble seat.
McReynolds,. Mrs. gifts.
(From book) World's Friend,
Mn,.
-11. Mason presided. included T. al. Stokes, Dr.
Ora Charlie Adams, Mrs. Sam Wilson.
Thos
.
" present wee.;
Leaflet, Promoting
World 1927 Chevrolet Roadster, exReports' of
were
local work
Mason, Mr. Pogue, Mr, Skit/1Pa
Mrs. Frank Albert Stubblefield
Mrs. C. E. Penny, Mrs. Nix
twenty children given. Mrs. J. W. Carr Ariake a K.
There were
Owls -Hurt, Mrs. Errett Friendship Ainong Ccihldrenn—
Mrs.
tra ,good.
Marrs,
Mr.
Mr.
Miss
Broach.
Pet.
Myers,
Mrs. C. E. Erwin, Mrs. Grogan, Mrs. Billy Hendon, Mrs discussed by the Junior and .PriIN Honor Guest at laridge-Tes present.
Mrs. Amanda White detail report
of the eXecutive fer, Dr. Outland, Mr.
Essex Tudor.
1929
„Robertson.
John Warren, Mrs. Mary putter- George Grogan, Mrs. Rudy Bucy to a r y Superintendent, Marion
Airs: Pittman
and
were
the committee meeting which was reMr. Graham, Mr. Sladd and Mr. worth, Mrs. Cattle Butterworth.
1926 T. Model Ford.
Mrs. Ctifford Melugin gave a chaperones.
and little son,Mrs. Obern Henry, Crawford and Mrs. Joel Crawford.
cently held is Louisville. Plans Doran,
MUSIC was furnished by Mrs. Willie Farmer, Mrs. Aubrey
bridge-tea at her home. Friday
* • •
Report of the District by our All kinds of used parts for
Mrs. Tom Linville and Mrs. Heawere dianuased for An evening
the string orchestra, directed by Pormer, Mrs. J. D. ltolsinson.
afternoon, ineeompliment to Mrs. Alpha Department TI)
Model A Ford truck. Parts
drick. Miss Bobby Jean Henry, president, Mrs. Genie Story.
alleating__Saata „held at an early Mr. Fox.
Prank atbert Stubblefield a reMrs. Coy Robinson. Mrs. A. B. Misses Sue and Ann Hurt; Miss.
Business.
for Chevrolet and Ford
date: Mrs'. J. E. -Warren has
Meet Feb. alath.
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cent, bride.
Stark, Mrs. Boaz Story, Mrs. Rai- Maude, Janle and Iva Mae HenBenediction—Mrs. Douglass.
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give "Green
k been
Roberts tarthday
Late in the afternoon a lovely
ford Story, Mrs..C. A. Lockhart. dick,
will
The Alpha Department
astures- at this time.
Misses Clarice and Pauline
s plate lunch was served.
Mrs.
'Carl
Lockhart,
Mien
Velma
meet Saturday, February 25 at
Sunda
Ce4ebPattel
Moore., Hiss Emily Johnsan and
An lee course was served.
• Those included were:
.idanus, , Mies Margie Warren.
'2:3O -P., M. at the Blehop home an
• a •
Mae Clyzeil Linneille.
On Sunday, February 11, Per.
Mrs. Frank Albert Stubblefield, Wt-Olive.
Those
sending
gifts
were:
Refreshments wete served by
Mr: And Mrs. Mayfield
• *. *
gad Mrs. J. D. Roberts, of PotMrs. Nat
Mrs. Deck Story, 'Mrs. Edd Mrs. Obern Henry, Mrs. Tom
Ryan Hughes, Miss
Honored
deughtfay
_
tert.awa,
were
— -Trasess-itotrot, Mrs. Z. F. DIORa441i4441,Malk Chester Weather- Lienville and Misses Iva Mae a.
- And P. W's. Club Have
guld, Jr., Mrs. Joe Lovett, Mrs.
ford: Mrs. Jam Hays, Mies Calle- Hendrick and Clyzelle Linnville.
Last, Thursday about 10 o'clock, prised when neighbors and trim
!Wetness MentIoil
their
%Whoring
atstarted
- Vernon Stubblefield, Jr., Mrs. Will
n!, Butterworth J011041, Mrs. Hana host 'of friends and nefighbqys
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Whitnell.
Mrs. R. It. Meloan, Mrs. Shelby gathered at the home of Me. and with thoWlaands and arms over- cer iltnikendall, Mrs. Sally Story, Mew Dorwilet Illencum is
You do not see with your eyea. The eyes
"good
thiga" to eat. Mrs.. Sue& StorsMrs. B„. It. Melons, Meg. A. F•
Miss Clara RInamer, and
'Am Mayfield and gave them loaded_ with
Itsaisseet Oir Birthday
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merely record sensation. You see with your brain.
So surprised were 'they that
Yancey, Mrs. -Vernon-Mr*.- 0. B. Scott were hosts for
surprise darner,
In 'Minor of the birthday of
-Mrs. Harry Sledd, -Mrs. the regular supper meeting of the
and Tina Mayfield are Sather Of Mtn realized -that It Sack And Ruskin Club
If a fatigue sets a wall of failure to comprehend
But very
W.. T. Sledd. Jr., Miss Elizabeth Business & Professional Woman's leaving soon for T'exas, so their watt their birthday.
her daughter. Mita. Dorothy RauTo Hold Initiation
between the eye and the mind, there is no sight.
Lovett, Mrs. Wells Purdom, Mrs: Club, Thursday evening, in the "Ole Kentucky" friends gathered soon after the crowd gathered,
cum. Mis: T. 0. Baucum gave a
Initiation of new members to theatre party last Thursday afterwere
Roberts
Mrs.
and
This
Mr.
both
matter of fatigue is what causes all eye disE. CrawferrL
to Ind _adieu.
_
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comfort. It does not matter what letters -you can
At the noon hour numerou reminded of their_ 57th birthday. the Sock and Suakin Dramatic noon in Mayfield, where seats
It was a business meeting and
It sea a. very enjoyable oc- Club of Murray State College will were reserved at the Legion thea• Junior B. Y.
the sessioh waa presided over by baskets of dinner were spread
Ifas
read On a wall. -It is the symptoms of fatigue that
upon the .table and Mr. and Mrs. casion for Mr. and Mrs. Roberts, be held at an intormal banquet tre. Following the 'matinee reeAre. G. B. Scott.
interest the modern Optometrist.
Valentine Party
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night,
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15.
everyone
present.
for
well
as
as
freshments were served at the
The regular social meeting will J. S. Kemp offered thanks unto
The
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is
to
be
given
at
the
entertained
by
guests
The.,
were
The Juaior B. Y. P. U. of the be held On February 22, at this Godafor such bountiful blessings.
Evans Drug- stare.
•
EYES ENTRUSTED TO US ARE SAFE
the string Collegiate inn Si. 6:30 p. ni.
Firift Baptist Church enjoyed a time Mrs. R. 11. Meloan and Mrs.
The guests included4 few of
Games and contests were the music furnished by
Those
be.
to
Charare:
initiated
band composed of Chester YarValentine party, Friday evening, G. B. Scott will be hosts - for a features of the etternoon.
the honoree's closest frTads from
ley siene-.Tinnon, latizsbett Danin The home of Mrs. Opal Pitt- card party.
urray ind "mayrietd. as fellows:
Those''
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-kir the dak brough, Prentice McCubstOn,
iels. KathrYn
Klingholtz, Jane
Hui* Warren, and Neble Fitts.
man on Went Olive.
Misses
Frances Nell
, Those preiseni Thursday even- were:
Boyd,
Melugin,
Willittin Carrier, Robert Vivian
left late in the
The crowd
The rooms
Waldrop, Georgia
were beautifully log *ere:
May
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Mayfield,
1 •emoona0.
decorated with red hearts and'
Mrs.- G. B. 'Scott,- Mrs, _Bub Mr.-and Mrs. Lenalfe Ward and afternoon wishing both Mr. and Blaeser, Vaughn Woodall, Ralph B d, Frances CosbyVirginis NeBransa,
John
Cedziwoda,
VT.
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happy
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lda
and
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of
- Doran, MS. An- 'sons: Jerk end Be bye, 'Mr. and
Burnette, Katherine Bondurant, Steyfield; Misses Sue Boyd MillThose present were:
Games were entered- into with nie Wear, Miss Emma Helm, Mrs. Will Rdse, Mr.` and Mi•s.
Mr, and airs. Buell Parker and- Seth Boaz, and Wilbur McClana- er, Mary Elizabeth Bennett, Nelle
enthusiasm and afterwards de- Mrs. 13. F. Berry, Mrs, Cellists Authur. Butterwor'th. Fred Buthan.
lighttul
Yarbrough, Dorothy Baucum and
refreshments
were Butterworth.
terweetb-, Me. and Mrs. J. S. children, J. C. Marjorie, Jean. and
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June, Mr. and Mrs- Noble ritts,
served.
Mrs. T. 0. Baucum and son, Billy
Mrs. Cleo Hester, Miss _Cliesa-Kesetp,
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9.
II.
Dale
Circle
Jean, of Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. W. V: Kirkland, and children, Mildred, Cecil and
Will
Meet
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Tuesday
Mrs. Clift'en
Mr. and'airs. Lewis Harding, Mr. Irene. Mr. and
Mary Jo Pentecost Honored
and Mrs. E. H. Swift, jr. and Roberta and son._ Clifton Jr., Mr.
The Mrs: J. M. Dale Circle of
On Ninth Birthday
Mrs. Cheeter _Mathis, Mrs. Coy and 31111. Vernon Moody, Mr. and the Womaaa Missiosutry Society
Hale, Mrs. Hervey Turner, Mrs: Mrs. Rudolph Thurman anorclitt- will meet Tuesday'iitternoon- at
Little Miss Mary Jo-- Pentedren, Betty Jead-and Euva Nell,
Clitit Kemp, Mrs. Otto Swann.
'2:30 o'clock at the home of Mrs cost was honored last Saturday
Mr.
and
Zelma
Mrs.
Runifert
ind
.- Mrs. . Kathryn Walker
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Gray.,
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Jarogr.,„.11111L.:41acet....11:011entorth• Wicker.
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birthday- The.. retains were.
Mary Mohundro, Mt&
'Mrs.
Mrs,- --Brent --Butterworth, Mrs.
Bridge Muth
°rated in Valentine colors.
Ina, Outland, afartart Rir
Clayton Ray, and - Misseit_
Games and contests were endale, Huston Blaloe , Pack ftioMrs. Wells, Purdom entertainMathis, NItaree
Brewer
and
hundro, Henry
Loving, Ernest ed her bridge club- Wednesday joyed during the houre. Late tri
Christine Farmer.
lie afternoon a delicous plate
All enjoyed the day tifid every- Phillips, Ellis Tucker, Jessie Mc- afternoon.
was served also carrying out the
Coinzaet was played at. three
one aft, wishing Mi. and Mrs. Nutt, John.Hertry Outland, But#
Valentine- suggestion.
Small.
kMayfield a_happy trip and a suc- Hargis, Lynn Nance, Earneatate tables. At the'close of the game
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Bonnie'
Tucker,
Elva
a
plate
lunch
with
Valentine
cessful Idatire.
each plate.
Tucke,r, Male
5-motif& was 'agent.
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Those present- were:
This problem is of more concern to the man of
Loving, Era Russell,"- Guthrie
Members'r and three visitor&
Delaristfu I latilentine
Roberts, Gray Roberts, Wade Mrs. Frank Albert StubbielNistd, _ Mary Jo PentecOst, Charlotte
moderate means than to the man in-secure circumParty is EnjoyedRoberts, J. D. Roberts, Jr., and Mrs. F. E. Crawford. and Mrs. Wear; Beth Broach, Barbara Walstances. To make a limited income provide endur111ARG1D141P,Mri6ak"A a can hardly -believe his eyes. Sean
LA*
ker, Virginia Beach, Gwen PetMrs. Walter it. Jones enter- Mr: and Mm. J. D. Roberts...
Carlisle Cutchin were present.
ing protection for his family is a matter that calls
ceuld weer Mewl() that.aa the.solled,_bedraailled.
way,
and
Georgia
Joheson.
•
•
•
Mad with_ .a. _Valentine, party in
for carefsd financing of insurance on a basks ot
• • •
atiolkittpenabatathat-Laced 'La_ IltatriTE-!WOK CLEAN LILS on
Womeit's Club
her, Tie:tighter, Lay
Music Department -Witt-Meet
premiums within his saving capacity.
and her sister. Miss, Arma Neil
the off-chance that it might he niade presentable' be a few
At Miss Lula Chia ton Beak's Lynn Grove M. H. Missionary
Seeds Petition
Society Mesta
s- Beasley.
weeka' attar. And %hat conirs bock. ,Skreminalf -as new hat
Miss
Frances Sexton.
Mrs.
The Wornen's Club of Murray,
The living room was decorated
wit Ii a.'full *eatititi's IA car And smartness% redetened.:'
We believe that we have a policy to suit your
The'Lynn Grove M. E. Misin Valentines and
red hearts. KY, recently sent a petition to Martha Sue Boone, and Kim Lula sionatY
eociety
needs whatever they may be. Whatever your inmet Saturday
joint hosts
Game* pertaining ..to Valenttne- -the-Road COMMlintiall asking that -Clayton Beale will
afternoon, February 10, at the
surance problem may be, consult us and we will
'were played after which a de- The Eggner's Ferry bridge over for The February meeting of the
home of Merton Crawford. The
REMEMBER , . . we have installed a MASgive froely of whatever information we have.
•ticiona
carryfnk out thi Tennessee River be named Musie Department Tuesday even- Junior department
also met, &A
ing the twentteth at the home
ltitelawalv- Brtffiff.vitIelfElne-iieTaisrivis served to
TER HAT BLOCKING MACHINE that is the latest
Miss
Crawford
is
its
leader,
The Chickasaw Indians owted of Miss Beale.
the. following guests:
and most outstanding Machine for hatters. Used
After the program, 'delightful
• • •
Hisses Hary-Elizabeth Beat:tett. the Purchase prior to its purchase
refreshments ctitisisting of sandby leading hat shops everywhere.
'Nancy Mellen, Sue 'Boyd Miller. by Andrew Jackson and when V. D. C'.'s TO Meet Mi/rnelay
wiches, heart shaped cookies and
Zane alouston,' Margaret .Kelly, Eggner's Ferry was established, ..The
John William's Chapter of hot chocolate wers. served by
GENERAL INSURANCE
We invite you to come in and view it in open
pertnisaidnhad
to be obtained
Eleanor Hire, Patsy Seoggins and
IT. D. C. -sal meet with, Mrs. Miss Crawford assis
by Barfrom the Indians to, build a road
Berbera atiuguitl.
ation and we believe you will be sold on its effic.
Etezu-y, Elliott, Monday afternoon, baranelle Harris and Jo
First National Bank Building
bine
The host was assisted in enter- to the ferry.
February' 19th, at 2:30 o'clock. Crawford.
iency.
• • •
taming and serving by airs. Basil
The progrank was as follows:
Mrs. Neva Waters will assist in
PROMPT SERVICE
Miss Clarice Ntoore Honored
Crider.
entertaining.
• * •
With iiirtbday Party
•
•
•
.Mrs. Carroll Hubbard
skileit. Women Enjoy Profitable
Miss Clarice Moore was given
Is Given Shower
15112DIJae. lairthdav narty last - Ail Day Meeting
•
—
A shower Wee. given by Alas Tuesday afternoon, February
TELEPHONE 449
The WOMal143 Missionary SoMary McNeely in honor of Mee:- at her home by her friends. ciety of the First Baptikt church
Carroll Hubbard in the parlor Games and music- were enjoyed had an all day meeting at the
of Welts Hall Friday evening. A throughout the afternoon after church. Meader.
violin solo was given by. Eliza: which the guests were invited to
Mrs. W. T. Sledd, Sr.. presi-both Davis, accompanied at the the dining room where refresh- dent,'presided. Miss Betty MilPlano by Dixie Vivian
ments
were -served
by
Miss ler, of, 1,oulsville, who is state
Moore.
After various contests were held. Pauline Moore assisted - by Mrs. worker of the W-.
11-.T-witg-tte--4''
a trumpet was'blawn announcing Dan Hart and Milner John Edd iffiest speaker and presented her
little Martha -Lee Pelmet:faker and Johnsan whose birthday was the message in a very forceful and,
same as the honoreeti but who Interesting
manner. She
will
was just half as old. The center spend some time visiting churches
pfeee was a
cake, • holding a of the Blood River Associatio
.
p.
candle for each year. When asked
• There
representatives
were
to cut the cake she said, "This is from Benton and a number of
such a surprise some one else will churches in the county.
have tri-tate the job." She re- . Dinner was served at the noon
ceived several gifts.
hour.
Those present were:
• • •
Misses Maude, Iva Mae and lisseibui Claes Meets
Janie
Hendrick, Miss
e
The Euzetian Cleatill`Of the First
Johnson, Master John Edd, Johnson, Miss Clyzell Linnviile._ Mrs Baptist church met at the home
Diaguid, Jr., MonDan Hart and Misses. Clarice and of Mrs.
Pauline Moore. All left wishing day-evening with Miss Margaret
M ilia • Moore many
more happy Grave& Mts. Nat kyan. Ir., and
'Your new Goodyear,
Mrs. Rudy Tyree assisting in the
birthdays."
Pathfinder is the best
hospitalities.
• • •
buy on the market"
Mrs. Charles Mercer was-leader, Mrs. Hanford Seery
•We've made a lot of
His. Noble Douglass gave, a
Given iiiitoiver"
friends by sizing up
paper on "Personality of Stewardtheir driving needs and
Miss Margie Warren and Mr*
p." Special music _ was renrecommending the new
Carl Lockhart surprised Mrs. dered by Mrs. A. F. Varncee, Miss
Inrpro•ed Goodyear
They have more miles
Raiford Story with a mister Lillian Watters, and Mrs. Barber
Pathfinders. In many
of smiles than any other
cases they provide all
Ihneouif‘shower in form of a Val- McElrath.
the tire service a driver
Tlitirie party Pride)
galloiitle user.
Hemaisdar of the evening was
, afternoon a'
can use- and if that's
the home of Mrs. A. B. Stark.
apent working on a quilt.
our opinion for your aar,
we'll honestly say 410.
It's a pleasure to realGerrie in arid talk it
over, no obligation.
Izeithat in every. gaRon
there is one more Mile and
Pile sufferers—sufferers with sorek bunks, akin 1i
to listen
to this—and know it for the truth: CAMS bilithi-trIB either cure
at NO EXTRA COST.
Values $275
give
or
it
you
will
the most giadeful relief you ever experienced
you
4.40-21
in
your
doesn't
life.
14
matter
*Lao
how old or aggravated your case,
4.50-21.
it doesn't matter bow many remedies yes bare tried that have
$6.90
4175-111
THERE'S NO PREMIUM
aa.40
failed you. Cross -Salve will take care of your trouble or it will
5.otattli
1614.33
5.23-Itt
cost you absolutely nothing. Combining a powerful disinfectant In
on the Super qualities of110.70
71,10-19
,, a_ vdiret_sirtor+0, pah•ni**-- base, Cross Salve offers the iciest com_ _
bination; a disinfectant drone enaugh to kill every possible germ—
the new improved
Odom silos in proportion.
liras =pertly mounted tree.
ane,' basse-thst gives immediate soothing relief, and assists nature
in the quickest possible healing. Over a quarter of a century of
SUPER-SHELL
10'01 ttli
ctumge ..1thrnit notice and to IlfrY •tlite
suceese on seemingly impossible cases makes cartnin our knowNT,s subject to
ledge•that Cross Salve will help you,. Trust us. GET A JAR TODA.. We gay-to YoU'honestly that your money will be returned
r withOut- a-quotient if it lads. At drug stores in town—generai,.
Mrs. Sam
Incorporated
A meeekandise stares ia the country. If your dealer.curt, supply
• you seed SOc and your dealer's name to the Cross Salve Co., Inc.,
MURRAY, KY.
Distributor
PHONE 170
•
dr Varian, Kentuelt„ ann.large sine 4ar will be seat postpaid.
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"SAVE YOUR VISION"

DR. ORVIS -C. WELLS
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Insurance?

Only the Size
Remains the Same
ti.e.

R. H. FALWELL & COMPANY

34
vrolet

rinance
urray to

ive.

ENOUGH

No

BOONE BROS. CLEANERS

ave this

VISIT

I

New Dress Coats, Swagger Suitsana Millinery. TRICED FOR
ANYPURSE.

ANY,

SILK DRESSES

SUPER-SHELL
USER

OF OUR CUSTOMERS

•

SWAGGER SUITS

clay

SPRING COATS
MILLINERY

You Can Tell 'Em

WASH DRESSES

$398 to $1495
$1095 to $2250
$995 to $1650
98c $198 $298
98c

Blouses,Purses, and Underwear at POPULAR PRICES.

•

WINTER COATS

WANTAD

$10.00

to $35.00

Ly,
tot
Lly

DAVIS'

GOOlti,VEAR

BEALE MOTOR'COMPANY

DRESS SHOP

CHARLEY HALE

East Side of Square-

Robinson in Charge
1Vhirray4 Kentucky

•
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Reorganization Bill
f§ Passed by House

New Pay Chief

Hospital News ,

The folawing patients were adFRANKFORT, Ky., Feb. 13.=
William -Mason
mitted to the
bill that would centralize foaMemorial . Hospital during the
l& ever allaunts, sisPartments
past week:
Governor Ruby Laffeon, takEugene Irvan, Murray,- Cullie
ing the insurance department
larsee
Max
Auditor J. Dan Talbott, teele, HamliD;
from
*wept through the House on a Churchill., Murray; Edward
-tide of administration strength Thorntap, Murray; Jars. G. W.
Ay,sc?cit. lhiurray; ,Mrs. A. E.
late todae.
, 7Pis; Mrs. R. M.
Attacked Xs I -ripper" aimed TrOuidicetat the auditor and upheld as a Cottrell, Dover; J. D. Nanee, Furmeasure to reform the state got- Tsar.
the btil-oraw approved
Ilte following patients were
William
the
from
3▪ mY a vote of 69 to 29 after a 'dismissed
brief but bitter debate. Spon- Mason Hospital during the past
leers invoked a cloture rule to week:
amendunauthorized
;shut off
Mrs. R. M. Cottrell. Dover;
inmeits .and limit debate.
Mrs. E. W. Miller. Hanel; Mrs.
A. W. Roddy. Lane. Tenn.; Mrs.
Murray; Charlet,
"
- SAVE YOUR VISION"
W.- A. Ross,
•
WEEK" IS OBSERVED Howard. Memphis; George Moore.
George Moore.
Dukedom; Mrs
"Sere Your Vision Week" Is Dukedom; Mrs. A. C .Orr, Murbeing observed bj optometrist ray; Otis Maynatd.-Basel; Mrs.
3hroughout
country
the
this Julia Lancaster, Lexiagten. Ky.;
week. Dr. O. C. Wells, member collie Steele. Hamlin; Chemer
Tenn.;
Palrnersviile.
the American, Optometric Ate Ottbert.
beetation. is cooperating with the Eugene Irvan, Murray; Mrs. N.
Association's program of giving A. Garner, Almo; Morris Hampattention to at least • one ithild ton, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.• IL D.
during the week which includes Blackburn. McKenzie.
4.xamintpg and prescribing of them
eyes :.nd correcting any defects.
R. Pelmet and Joe T:
..Perker, though not members, are
cotiperatink with the association's program of girix&-amention
Fnurel services for Mrs Lillie
to at least one child.
- May Jackson. at 336 Hays aveMrs. Leland Owen is county nue. Paducah, -warms held at 2
and is in eharge of tee o'clock -Tuesday afternoon at
410111.1an
etreiai
g of children to be treated Temple Hill in Calloway county.
by tho Murray optometrist. The The Rev. George Lang conductwork is being handled through ed the • serfices.
Mrs. Jackson
the Pa rent2reacheri Association. died' Monday -from tuberculosis.
She was a members of the Christian church
Mrs. Jaekson is survived by her
huelland. Ray Jackson; bar father, Willie 'Urgent; two children,
On: Fmaterday eight. Murray
Edna
John „Robert and Mary
High school Cubs wilt meet the
Jackson; four sisters. Mr: G. T.
Kirksey "B" teens on
Murray Robertson. Mrs. Joe Westerman,
hardwood, to be followed by a
and Annie Bell Lazgent of Tencan1111ketween Camp Murray and nessee,
and Mrs. W. M. Owens of
the liarliser Eagles.-- ----- e.V&Realti_ and a_ brother, Albert
Boa games- promise to furnLargent of Tennessee.
ish plenty of competition and as
thoPo--are no other games here
this week end, a large crowd is
expected to see thesp eljushes.

ipt

Davis Well Pleased ...-Murray Tigers 28,
yr With Opeturte Her .Vr-,
Lynn Grove 18

Five Seriously
Injured th Wreck

Almo To Close Net
Season Saturday

Byron H. Royatir
Senate employees, unpaid since
the opening of the Kentucky Legislature, finally, get their checks
as a result of a tnlisapassed authorizing Royster to distribute the
payroll in
place of Lieutenant
Governor
Albert B. _CNimelge.
Fioyster is Chief Clerk-wire
Senate and
an administration
stalwart.

Mrs. Lillie Jackson
Funeral Held Tues. Hazel Tops Hardin
Fives, 26-21 and 18-5

-3), T..

• Two Games at High
School Saturday, 17

REDBIRDS 47,
WILDCATS 24

The Hazel High school netmen
defeated the Hardin High school
fives Friday night in both first
and second
string
games. the
regulars winning 26-21 and the
second five 18-5. Coach Miller's
regulars held the visitors 17-j0
at the half with Brapdon and
Lamb leading the scoring with
10 and 11
points respectively.
Hazel has won its last three tilts,
defeating Puryear and Farmington in previous week ends.
Linen pa:
Hazel 26
Pis.
Hardin 21
Brandon. 10 F
Ferguson, 11
Lamb, 11
F
Crosby. 2
Alexander
C
-Watkins. t
idilier, 5
G
Pogue, 3
U1410111,00d
Brown, 2
Substitutes: Hazel- Cooper;
Hardin - Trumble and._ Booker, 1.

Concord Plays
Bardwell Netters

New. Concert Aerialist Lycra:
SATURDAY SPECIALS
Saturday sight by a score
Grove
2 Seib Tablets and 6 bars
of 47-20, at Lynn Grove. The
-0. K. Laundry soap
. 25c scorer by quarters follow: 9-2;
25c K. 1*. Baking Powder,one
Coach Houston Dinning's Red16-11; 32-12, with Concord leadAO Soda amid one Tnilet
- ing-throughout entire fray: This birds will play the Bardwell InBardwell Friday night
Meng roc •
-25e is the second victory Ova Lynn dians
in what is expected to be one of
Id Ws. eatIlut Potatoes Sec or 110c Grove. previously topping them
the best net games of the weekI IpeOhlo Seed Potatoes.. 111.25 by 46-10. •
end.
The Indians here wins
Lineups sad summary:
Slic or SOc
over Heath. Fulton, and Lowes
"
L. Grove 20-1
Sac Ogemossi -411-- -Poe.
23rialligIts
BMAand other strong fives and have
Scott, 1 shown much improremeat wtflt
F
Nice had LettasA-...be Duesseel4
Flint, 5 the season. The Redbirds, howGrogan. 4
1 don, Nice Tangerines ...
Hall, 4 ever, won from the Ihdians early
C
Housden, 16
Rm. Oleo
Ark
Paschall, in the season, 37-27.
Allbritten, 6 G
7' lbs. Navy Beans
25c
Story. 2
G
Roberts. 6
The Redbirds added two- more
American Indy
Cbneord-Young wins to their column and stand
Substitutes:
Grape gl
,Ae
35c
•
Grove
,
'ar
a
a
0.
-"Lynn
tourttia wins without a lose.
4 ta1110111111
-etairmes
15c 2, Chrisnian. Lynn Grove: Parks
2 Ka. 2 Hillsdale Ptneappie, 115.c 6, ilt*Amje Cooper 2.
Dotal Good Oranges :Pk or 215c
-concord's "II" team_ defeated.
16 fins. Pure Cane Sugar
Lynn Grove's "B's" 37-12 with
In Lbs. Brandon Mill Meek.,„Mi.
Young and Chrism:a. Concord.
24 The. Guaradieed Flour
leading the scoring with 18 and

at-

ROBERT SWANN

WHITE WAY
MARKET

10 markers respectively.

Friday mind -Saturday
SpeciaTi

1
t.

A.*

-a•a.
-•••-e

lb lbs. Sugar

50e

2-lb. box of Crackers

23e

1-1b. box of Crackers

14c

Pet Milk, 1 small

In February and March, the
.month of colds, you need evcry bit of resistance you can
muter up.

10 lbs. Meal
5 lbs. Meal
Exclusive Flour
Pure

•••

17c
10c
$1.00
15c
30c

Nice Lettuce, head

Sc
Sc

Pork and Beans

Sc
3 1-2c

A. & B. Coffee, pkg.... 19c
Beef Steak, lb.

139 degrees kills tuberculosis germs.
, 137 degrees kills typhoid germs.
134 degrees kills sore throat and cold
germs.
13-1 degrees kiffidijheria germs,

19s

Chuck Roast, lb.

7c

Rib Roast, lb.

6c

Pure Pork Sausage, lb. 10c
Hamburger Meat, 3 lbs. 25c

The Murray ?tigers swamped
the Lynn Gscive five. last Friday
night 28-18 to avenge tin early
season defeat of 22-20 at the
The
hands of their visktprs.
Tigers showed an improved style
of ball and took an early lead
which they held throughout the
game. The Tigers ended the half
18-10 and held the visitors scoreless in the third while counting 6
points.
The Tigers have a stiff card
for the remainder of the season,
there tonight,
Playing Dawson
Madisonville. there Friday night
and Central City there Saturday
night. They return to play the
Fulton Bulldogs here Tuesday;
Mayfield there Friday and Bowling Green here Saturday sight.
Lineups:
Murray 28
Pon L. Grove 18
Paughn, 11
F
Cochran, 2
F
Bagwell, 3
Flint, 5
McCoy, 8
C
Hall, 3
G
Russell, 4
V. Story, 2
Yarbrough, 2 G
Scott, 6
Substitutes:
Murray- ThurMend. Lynn Grove: M, Story end
l'aschall.

Stone News

Tigers To Meet
Fulton Tuesday

Murray Milk Products Co.

DULL HEADACHES GONE
SIMPLE REMEDY DOES IT
Headache& catiaed by constipation are gone after one dose of
Adlerika. This cleans all poisons
out of BOTH upper and lower
bone's. Gleg_iietter sleep, ends
nervousness. Dale, Stubblefield
& Co., Druggists.

•

for any man will contain
dish of well prepared
- melt, and there ls'much In
the preparation of meats.
To insure a palatable meat dish for your meals, special oeregular
oasiona
meals,
or
choose the best of meats, the 7
first requisite.

P• 6

The Murray Meat Market has been know ti always for
We select closely in purchasing.

the very-beat of meats

-KANSAS CITY STEAKS-

MURRAY MEAT MARKET 'TELEPHONE

12

Stores

RED PITTED CHERRIES
2
KELLOGG ALL BRAN
FLOUR
IJ
OU
PURE GRANULATED SUGAR 10"""
GREAT NORTHERN BEANS 6 POUNDS
19`
MILK
19c
COFFEE
NO. 2 CANS

PKG.

Thrifty itc
24-lb. bag

C. Club Qnc Pillsbury's Best, Gold Medal,
Lyon's Best-24-lb. bag
24-lb. bag

Country Club
3 tall or 6 small cans

Pet Brand
3 Tall or 6 Small Cans

Jewel, lb.
3 lbs. 50c

S. Pleasant Grove

French, lb. 22c

LUX Toilet Soap
4 bars

S. H. Henderson
Free Litiliat.

Rates: 184 cents a word, minicharge, 25 cents.

WILL someone please send to The
Ledger & Times the address or
J. I. West and A. S. Windsor as
the parties are paid up subtfcribers to the paper and have
not been getting the paper for
-several Issues due to failure to
have correct address recorded
here.
it

45c
25
19c
25c
19,
25c
29c

7c
14c

Our Mothers COCOA11c
1-lb. pkg.
19c 2-lb. pkg.
Swansdown CAKE FLOUR,
With measuring Spoon 25c
MAZOLA OIL, pint . . 19c
33c
Quart

IMO

25c,
13c
9(y._

DRIED PEACHES,

QUAKER OATS=
Small pkg.
Large pkg.

WANT ADS

C. Club, lb.

LUX FLAKES2 small pkgs.
Large pkg.

25c

PRUNES, 2 pounds . . . . 15c

Karo or Penick SYRUP,
5-lb.,enn
25c
WA. can
49c
CKLES,Sours or Dills,
Quart Jar
15c
MACARONI-SPAG-HETTI,
Elbows,Sea Shells,3lb..29c
Aunt Jemima PANCAKE
FLOUR, 20-oz. pkg
10c

POUND
25c
COUNTRY CLUB ROLL BUTTER
POUND
BACON FANCY SUGAR CURED
1r2c
11
PICNIC HAMS SHANKLESS SUGAR CURED
3
23c
FRANKS
25c
ARMOUR'S SPICED SLICED HAM
BANANAS
19c
HEAD LETTUCE LARGE &DOZEN SIZE
5c
EXTRA
CELERY
10c
POUND
liWW TEXAS CABBAGE
POUND
rc
ONIONS-RED OR YELLOW
ORANGES
100-PHIOnScrifagOBBLERS $9.69
SEED POTATOES .7'..!IIUMPHS-0

FOR SALE-largt-size
roll-top
desk, in first class condition
finish in good shape, at moderate price for cash because we
no longer need it. See it at The
Ledger & Times office.
If

-wade

Pound

FOR elALE-MaYmetitty Day Bed
cost $100.00„/Cannot be told
from new.- Will take $50.00
cash. MA. E. J. Beale..
ltd

LARGE JUICY

RENT-3-room apartment,
F
hot and cold water, furnished or
unfurnished; new garage. Mrs
Etta Willinms, 313 South 5th
street.
Ite

POUNDS

POUND

GOLDEN

YELLOW

DOZEN

Head

LARGE

STALK

e)c

CALIFORNIA NAVELS

FAIN & BELL

CALL 191

Worship and armies, 11 A. M.
Subject of ifeitnon, "Expanding
Horizons". "'Young Peopled, meeting 6:15.
worship, 7 P. M.
Evening
Preaching by the pastor.
Mid-week meeting Wednesday,
7. P. M.
0. A. Marrs, Pastor

a

roger
•

School children
have
been
taught to drink milk and eat
nourishing food through Kenton county school lunch rooms,
On account of severe weather in charge of homemakers.
last Saturday the prayer meeting, was postponed at th'e home
bf Mr. and Mrs. Joe Charlton's,
until
next
Saturday. at 7.30. Piano
Tuning
ak Repairins
_
Scripture quotations is a leading
feature of the service.
Work GuiBliFileed
e
an
a
ar
es it
•
References Given
spent a fews days last week with
Phone 56 (Johnson-Fain Mutheir Grandmother 1.411.11.
sic Co.) for Appointment

The Murray College Thoroughbreds won a neasy victory last
night over the Howard five from
Birmingham. The first half ended 24-9 and the Thoroughbreds
gained a 7 point lead before the
visitors scored. Goheen led the
scot-111-g with 12 points,
The Thoroughbreds defeated
the Middle Tennessee Teachers
last Thursday night 39-36. a three
point margin, which they held at
the half 20-17. Rayburn led the
Murray scoring with 1 'soffits and
Phillips counted 6.: Kent, starting forward, sustained a broken
nuke. that Will hold him out of
play for a few days yet.'
Saturday night the Thoroughbreds aefeated T. P. I. in a
unique game in which the score
was tied nine times.. Athe Thoroughbreds
won
at Cookeville,
40-26. earlier in the season. The
T. P. I. five led at the half 21-19
and the lead of either teare.--4ae
never more than three point,.
Goheen at forward replacing Kent
the job
handled
making
12
points.

taltlitCH

MERRAI

A DELIGHTFUL
MEAL

The Drum and Bugie Corps of
the American Legion needs uniforms and needs them badly.
The corps is one Of the best in
this entire section and only seeds
uniforms to complete its appearance.
There are 33 members of the
Corp., including the color squad.
Officers of the corps are Charlie
B. Grogan, president; Geo. S.
Hart, business manager, and John
W.
Wear, secretary-treasurer.
Roy Weatherly is the drum major
and George Williams, drill. sergeant.

si7ticur. cumuli'

Thoroughbra Win
41-26 Over Howard

FIRST- BAPTIST CHLrfiCH
_
Sundng
Sunday school meets at 9:30
McElrath,
A. M., Dr. H. M.
superintendent.
B. Y. P. C.'.13 meet at 6:30 P.
M., R. W. Churchill, superintendent.
The pastor will be in his pulpit at both hours of worship11 A. M. and 7:30 P. M.
Timidity • '
The Woman's Missionary SoMrs. W. T. Sled& Sr., president.
ciety meets Tuesday,-3:30 P. M.,
Wednesday
Prayer meeting at 7 P. M.,
followed by the Weekly Teachers
Meeting.
A cordial invitation is extended to all to Worship with, ea,
J. E. Skinner, Pastor

Drum and Bugle Corps
_
Needs
Some Uniforms

FOR RENT-House. stable, garHORSE COLLARS, PADS,
den, and some land including
cow pasture. J. 1... Shelton, near
TRACE CHAINS, CHECK
College Frosh Plays at
/ancjeave.
ltp
LINES, BREECHING
Bowling Green Tonight
weighing
ROUND
-one white pig,
SEE OUR LINE OF TUBS.,
pounds. Owner may
Coact John. Miller is going to about 35
WASH BOARDS, WATER
have same by-paying for taking
try to make it two straiglii_ViePAILS, DISH PANS-and
up, feeding and this ad. See J.
tortes over the Bowling Green
HARDWARE
Ite-s
F. HaYL
Freshman, when
he takes his
SEE USYeirlingM-1Vcirling Green to- -FOR SALE-Jersey Black Giant
setting eggs. 50 cents setting.
night.
The Murray frosh to date have Good laying stock and better
. Telephone 85 ....
lost only one game. Tennessee weighers. E. H. Miller, Hazel,
ltp
Route 2.
Polytechnic Institute Freshman
Cookeville handed the young race- ANYONE interested in joining
horses a %40-35 setback. In th0 the W. 0. W. come to the next
first game with the junior Hill- meeting, Feb. 22, at the W. 0
WE DELIVER
toppers the Murray first year men -W. Hall at 7:00 o'clock or see
ltp
_
Joe Lasta.a...Murray, Ky.
won 20-16.

Play Safe by -Using Nothing But Sunburst Pasteurized Milk

••••

8c

Large Grapefruit

Cabbage, lb.

Pasteurization calls for heating of between 142 and 145,degrees.

I

Lard, 2 lbs.

4-lb. pkg. Pure• Lard

Any pure, safe milk will give you'the
rit..-cdt.el resistance, BUT Virtirtrot be absolutely safe With PASTEURIZED MILK.

lo•-•••

4c

1 large

SuiNEsURST Pasteurized Milk contains every vitamin for physical fitness.

('atha Lee Clark Circle
Holds Meet
The Gazha 1,ine Clark ores&
the -Woman's Missionary Society
- of the First Methodist church
Aaron Davis, of Hopkinsville,
will meet next Tuesday afternoon owner of the Davis Dress Shop,
At 1:30 o'clock at the home of' which opened herelast weak. exMrs. Leslie Putnam, in College Dossed himself as highly pleased
Addition.
villa" the opening in Murray.
The shop, which is ?cleated on
the east side of the square, in the
location formerly occupied by the
Hensler Shop, is stocked with a
complete line of new fashions in
Five persons narrowly escaped dresses, coats, millinery and kindeath .and conditions of some of dred lines.
--them remain critical, as the result of a head on collision near
Benton this morning about 1
o'clock.
The Murray car was driven by
Newt Russell and contained Miss
The Almo Blue and White
Faye Roberts and Minifred Alli- Warriors' wtil close their season
son all of whom received cuts, Saturday night with a game 'with
bruises- and other more serious in- Bardufkil. The Altoo five won
juries. Rtamell received a frac- last Friday night over Wingo
ture of both legs above the knee 42-10 for the eighth straight
while the extent of bib injuries
had not been determined at 10
Lineups:
o'clock. Miss Roberts received a Ahno 42
PO.,
Will'igt1 20
Draken jaw and deep head lacera- Moore. 4
Dunn, 3
tions. Winifred Allison had the Joann, It
F Summerville,
narrowest escape
from instant Maddox. 2
C
Allison. 3
death receiving a eleep gash on
Burkeen, 1,0
Neale. I
the neck that barely missed the Edwards
•
Oliver: 6
juglar vein.
Substitutions: Almo- Stroud,
The occupants of the other car L. Burkeen
Wiego: Shoat,
were treated- tir -Dr. Stone of Covington.
Benton and sent to Paducah.
William Griffin and Ed Eley, both
of whom are reported to be In a
serious.- condition.
..Miss Ella Hart of Murray spent
several days of last week with
her brother, Dan Hart, and Mrs.
Hart.
-Mr. and Mrs. George Grogan
The Murray Tigers will meet were dinner emote of Mr. and
Stubblefield of
the Fulton Bulldegs in the Slur-. Mrs. Clarence
ray High gym next Tuesday night Concord, Sunday.
Mrs.
Obern Henry and little
the game has been changed "in
The time of daughter and Mrs. Dwight Harris
at 8:15 o'el'ock.
view of the guile at the college. and little daughter left Friday
The Tigers lost to Fulton Tues- for Detroit, where their husday night of this week at Ful- bands have work,
Miss Margaret Hughes of Murton, 30-19, while the Murray
ray was the week-end guest of
second team won 22-21.
The
Tigers played tagged ball dur- Misses -Mary and Lucile Harris.
Mrs. Smoot Hendrick was calling the first halt with a 31-2
ed to, tha bedside of .11er, itigther.
score at the half.
Mrs. Wall, near Pottertown, who
is very ill.
MAPLE
Mr. and Mrs. N. Johnson were
Cnrrier -Maple at Sixth
business visitors in Murray last
week,--""taltier'Tale."
,
.
Splendid audiences and elf
vices last Lord's day indicate
something more than "fair-weath- KIRKSEY LEAGUE PROGRAM
er religion,"-a great deal more.
February ,18
And we were blessed, in striving
"The
Greatness
of
Small
to "Be thou a blessing." Now
Things".
let us keep going and growing.
Hymn-212.
Sermons next Sunday will be
Life in
Made _Up of
Little
"Remember Lot's Wife". 11:00
Things-Homer Pass,
a. m.; and extend "Even Unto the
Poem-Thelma- Riley.
Gentiles" at evening service.
Little Thing& _.G.et- Their MeanBible School for all, 9'45 a.
ing from Great Ones-Geraldine
m.
Hurt.
Worship and Preaching. 1,0:6
• Scripture Reading-Dorothy N.
a. m.
Stark.
Evening Evangelistic Service,
The Size of Our Lives-Paul
7:00 p. m.
Carson.
Women's Meeting and Bible
Hymn-163.
Drillv•2:30 p. in., Wednesday.
A_ Cbriatian Cause Makes a
Mid-Week Service, and Study.
Chriatigx_rerson-Thelma
D.
p rn.. Wednesday.
:
•
Marine.
•
A WELCOME AWAITS YOU.
League Benediction,
Harvey W. Riggs, Minister

176 Size

DOZEN

29c

•
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fAit,H1121.39

, 11 A. M.
'Expanding

tins 6:15,7 P. M.
sr.
Vedneaday,

, Pastor

:S GONE
DOES IT

v constipate dose of
all poisons
and lower
deep, ends
Itubhlefield

Facts'the Taxpayer of Kentucky Should
Know About Board of Public Welfare

MONDAY AND

Tv"'WALLACE ASKS
250 MILLIONS
FOR DAIRYM

woman knows that we have had
taxes to drop off to a great extent in the last two years and
even Oriffinbagen says they de
not see how the board ran as
Appropriations to He ttepaltli
well as it has. They criticise in
Prow Processing Tax; Seek
every way but their recommenda*200,000,000 for cattle.
tions are absurd.
The law creating the Welfore
WASHINGTON. Jan. 29.—A
Board. was drawn ht) that no
,11011.0.00 emergency aid =member of this board mold urge
grain for the dairy industry and
or recommend the appointment of
a similar effort to help cattle
employees, in face there are -Mir
producers were outlined today by
many !Sasses under Its control'
Secretary Wallace in addressing
that are desired and while we
a conference between representirreduced all salaries, all the instiByes of the groups and members
tutions have more applications
of Congress.than eau be filled at present
The dairy and cattlemen later
salaries. voiced support of the pending
The savings to the taxpayers
Jones hill, which • would Anako
by taking the maintenance from
cattle a basic commodity under
wartime and superintendents of
the farm adustatent--act a,ud apthe various institutions is hardpropriate $200.000.0110 to help
ihrliemyjrr
Relph
and
Wray
Fey
ly Possible to estimate. Under
cattlemen.
the old order of things the ward"Once To Every Woman"
program, which
The dairy
ens and superintendents not only
could be -instituted immediately,
at the Capitol
lived bountifully out of the State
since spilk and its products
money but all Gm son's-in-laws,
m
already _axe, ,b
basic comodity
daughteet-in-law, brothers, sisMiss Pearl Ailbritten spent the under the farrir'-dditUstnient act,
ters, uncles and all the kinfolks week end in New Concord
visiting would appropriate ,2200,000,009
lived o2 the taxes-Yen; -Of the. reralfres and Mende.
from the treasury to supplement
EAST ST. LOUIS. ill., Feb. 14
of Kentucky. The members
Mrs. Amanda White and sone' an expected $150,-000.00.0 frosts
—al. S. D. 1A4—Hogs, receipts, of the Board of Public Welfare
8,000; lighter weights slow; 10c gladly welcomes any taxpayer, Harold and Sebrien White of processing taxes on butterfat.
lower; heavies strong tp 10c high- GAP
woman, who wants to Murray, spent Sunday with Mr.
13. Mayer and daughter, Mrs.
er; some up more; sows slesdY know the honest truth about the
to 10c lower; bidding unevenly action in respect of this board Myrt ()sbron.
lower 40 1410.1. top 14,75: awaIt since it has been in office.
Mrs. William Hull and daughlots $4.80:. bulk 160 to 220 lbs.
The people in all the counties ter, Barbara, and Anne of Paris,
$4_.10At4.15;
250 to 270 the. -in West liCenthelty- are well ac- Tenn., spent Friday and SaturfterlY
$4.5044.60;
to 325 lbs. quainted with the - member on day with Mr. and Mrs. 0,- B.
4.5t; al7W3 largely $3.16 this Board front West Kentucky, Turnbcrw.
• -‘314-24
tv 3.40.
'
Elmus Beale, and those who know
Mr. and Mrs. T. S. Herron and
Ce.ttle, receipts, 2,000; calves, this man intimately have every daughter, Miss Anne, motored
receipts. 1,600; opening strong confidence tin his ability and it overe to Trezevant, Tenn., Monon steers; spots 10 to 15c high- would take more than a Griffin- day and spent the day with their
er; mixed yearlings, heifer and hagen Report to cause them to parents, Mr. and Mrs. Tom Hercow stuffs unchanged; cbs fit un- change their minds.
ron.
evenly higher; sealers-2
tswer,
Mrs. R. R. Hicks is confined to
top 17.00; early steer range $4.00
her bed with the flu.
(26.1)0;
mixed
yearling
mid
Miss Maude Walker spent
heifers iarg el y 44.50#5.00;
week in Murray
visiting- liercows 22.85 3.50; low cutters
brother, Mr. If. L. Walker and
$1.50#2.25; top • sausage bulls
Mrs. Walker.
Marion R. Wilson
$3.25; nominal range, slaughter
Mrs. Mary
r
daughter
:eay'and
Mariqn R. Wilson, 55, died at of Murray.
slaughter
$3.50#6.26;
'steers
ended the funeral
his home in West Hazel Monday of their 5a41tive, Marion -Wilson,
heifer's 23.0006.50.
ivrttes mere 'corn)
- Sheep.. _receipts.- 1,100; fat &haat 1 o'clock. He warn farmer here - treaday.
.- _
hibibs
to 23c Ind brick Mason. He spent his
. and Mrs. Lester Wilson
higher to shippers and small entire life in Haiel community,
eht the week-end visiting Harkillers; choice
wooled - lambs, having been born on the farm op" din. relatives.
$9.750110.00; other classes not which he died.
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Singleton
He was a member of,Kitalis- of near Mayfield, Mr. and Mrs.
established.
Gat church. About 2)/ -ears ago Don Caldwell, Harris Grove, Mr.
he was married to- Miss Grace and Mrs. Coffman of Memphis.
DAIRY AND PRODUCE.
NEW -YORK, Feb. 14-Live Caldwell. To „ilifs union eight Tenn_ and Mr. Coffmane sister
:71 born, four dying attended the- funeral of Marlon
poultry -Steady; broilers. express children3
10# 260; fowls,( express 16# In infa . E,pur sons, Boyce, Wilsons at thft Baptist cb ureh
19c; other freight apd express Charl,esr, James, and Ted and his here. Tuesday -afternoon,- widow survive. him. He also
Miasma Misr' and Hazel Jones.
*lives two brbthers, H. A. lind
Im-rd Annie 4.ue ljertoa
4
S:
CHWitier.1*:
1.
1 U-Buiter„.41
IrtItr.?zi0
aressk.114urray visistka iihmeds-yi
trryeiir.
telpfa, 11.713, steady; crag/siert- brother, 'W. p:
Mr, ind Hrs. E. D.! Miller mid
special t93 score) 36r4a,y- 26c; Mr. Wilson will be çreatlr missed Mrs.'Wm. Mason were in Murray
'extras (52) 25c;.gttfImtz (90 by hia larze circle of friends.
Friday visiting relatIvea.
Funeral services
were conto 91). 24# 24%-c; firsts ,(88 to
WA. Sallie St. John spent last
89) 23#23t4e;--esoonds (86 in ducted by the Rev. A. M. Hawley, Thursday in Murray, visiting rela87) 22o.,.• Standards (90' neutral- assioted by Rev. W. A. Baker. tives and friends. _
A large crowd -attended the
ized carlots) 24 3-4c. Eggs, re- Burial was In the city cemetery.
Pallbearers were; Henry Neele, Marion
ceits6 12,251, steady prides onWilson_ -funeral - here
Tommy Wilson, Quitman Lamb, Tuesday at the Baptist church,
.changed.
dote Paschall, Lou Daugberty
Mrs. J. E. Ethrard* was, called
add Punch Alibritten.\`
to Henderson. Tenn.. last week
to the bedside of her mother,
Physic t e Bladder With
Hardy Wilson
Mrs. Brown, who is ill.
_
Juniper- Oil
e,
Mrs. D. Houston of Murray atDrive out the impurities and excess
Funeral services for Hardy
acids that cause Irritation, burning and Wilson, who died last Tuesday tended the funeral services of
frequent desire. -Juniper oil is pleasant night, at his home up near Paris, Marion Wilson, here, Tuesday
afternoon.
to take in the ble1111 of BUKETS, the
bladder physic. use containing buchu *ere held Wednesday afternoon
Mrs. Bettie James and -Miss
at
2:30
o'clock
at
the
Hazel
BapWorks on the bladder
leaves, ate.
Libble James spent Sunday visitGet
tist
church
here.
Bro. A. M. ing
eiveilar to castor oil on the. bowels.
Crosaland relatives.
• Vic box from any drug store. After Hawley conducting the funeral
and Mrs w IL fliek ..and
our diktat ft nos
rites.
Mrs. Dick Miller were in Murray
nights" go beek and get your money.
Mr. Wilson leaves a wife and
U you are bothered with, backache or log Several children and one brother, last week to visit relatives and
pains caused from bladder disorders you Bun Wilson, of Henry Co., Tenn., friends.
are bound tq feel better after this cleansing sad you get your rigida? sleep. and a sister, Mrs. Charlie -Mil- riutivr CHRISTIAN ClitilIt'H
Dale. Stubble:ie lel & Co-. says stead, of Detroit, Mich.
ity-gl:Ts is a best. seller.
wAs in the Halel cemeSunday school at 9:34k.
W.
tery.
Z. Carter, superintendiat. Classes
for all ages' and a hearty Wel% etertikariaa-Physian-Surgeon
Lubbie Shilcutt and Mrs.
come for 'alL
COUNTY LIVESTOCK
Clarence Guatesv.who have been
Preaching at 10:46 A. M. and
here the past three *eeks, guests
INsPIOCTOR
5:00 P. M. by the pastor. Choir
Speelal attention given ta ca- of their mother, Mrs. G. H. Gow- will sing "Great Peace Have
er, returned to their home in
nine rabies inoculation, and feline
They" by Morrison-Deis at the
Memphis, last week.
morning service, at 5:019 o'clock
medicine and surgery.
Little Mies Julia Catherine
the choir will sing "I Heard The
Latimer spent last week in PaduVoice of Teen's Say" by Rathbun.
WI!LARD TRANSFER- CO.
cah, visiting Mr. and Mrs. RichJunior, intermediate and Senior
l'hone 140
ard Terrell.
Chriatian
Endeavor at
6:00
o'clock Supday evening.
Each
group doing splendid work. Come
and join. them._
Prayer meeting at 7:00 Wednesday night.' „
Preaching at Ahno next Sunday afternoon at 2:3-0-- o'oloctr
'ALWAYS WELCOME-.
E. B. Motley, Pastor.
The mensbera at the Board of
Public Welfare are not politicians
and moat oFthem have never held
office before.
The members of this board are
all succeasful business men and
thotte who know them personally
have every confidence in their
abtitty
and have
successfully
managed their own business.
The present condition of the
State has been brought about by
a it
unsalaried,
unresponsible
board of nine members doing
heftiness in any way and during
a ''perrod when times were so
good and plenty of tax money
thsrt no attention wits paid by
the average tax payer and the
present condition of the state and
debt was largely brought about
this way. During the time up to
1932 this department of Charities
and Corrections had ao much
money they could do business any
way. Every fair minded man or

Livestock

Lys for

.ng.

}or Benefit Phyrrierstst
Pro7dttetton corrtral, the st•ecre- Sensing' cotErparry of Shelby,
Mont., which was merged with
The money would be used to tut) asserted.
He defined dairy -overproduc- the Maple Leaf Refilling Commake benefit payments to. dairymen who agree-to reduce-produc- tion as "production of quantities
pany of Coutts, Alberta, in 1931
tion according to individual allot- of dairy products•-beyond - the
tnq form the Srellarene company,
menta- of713 per einfthan abilftl---bf Consumer mehastn
so-called front the process of reanything
to
absorb'at
productiok,
to
'buy
power
their 1933
He is a large stock:fining.
tubercular cattle,' and destroy above distress prices to farmers.'
them, and to parchase healthy
'
"Therefore," he added, "we do
The sale, which included plants
cows for shipment Into southern not think of curtailment, of, milk
areas Where fresh milk was said prOduettoo iii arty7ibsolUiLit.iir.yer- at Shelby and Coutts, and contracts for thesale of crude oil
to be scarce.
leanest sense as _we de in the
and refined; 'products, was ratiwheat."
Wallace deterred_discussion of
January 29 at a "pedal
fied
;he detailsof the beef program,
pending inclusion of.cattle as a
basic commodity: However, his
plan proposes appropriation of an
additional $100.000,000 for benefit payments to beef cattlemen
Spokesman.Review
of
The
until a production control pro- Sppieaue, Washington, of ,Febgram to increase prices could be ruary 5, carries the following
made effective.
news item:-Both of the treasury appropria- OIL FiR31 BRINGS $400,04,10-1
tions, Wallace said, would be _repaid to the treasury front pro- Northwesit' Sitellaresie }gold to
cessing taxes, since the effect of
British Americanthe taxes on producers' prices
The Northwest Stellarene Comtends to disappear as over-supply pany, In., iactdding among its
is removed and consumer - pur- stoCkholtierbtilltber Or SDO----ral
"
-kane reaidents, hag been sold for
chasing power recovers.
approximately 2400,000 to the
Would Cut Supplies Most,of the dairy fund would British American Oil company,
15F-1
0-114
1ITOT Concerns operashe used In making benefit
clients in order to effect an Ala- lug in the Canadian oil fields, acIleediato .reducaon in daigic app., cording to L. G. Wralher of SpOplies and forestall a _collapse of karie.
,.
• .
prices which would-inflow price
Wrather organized and incorpstimulation if poi accompanied. orated the' Shelby Pipeline and

cage or

meeting at stockholders at Wort
Vernon, Ohio.
Mr. Wrather was born, and
reared near Coldwater this county and le related --to all the
Wrathers now living in Calloway county.
weeks ago the
- Just it „Jaw
Times carried a letter
Ledger
from-fdr. Wratber in its
"the Editor- column. "betrso

.••••

It Pays to Read the Claraifiode

Calloway Man Puts
Over $400,000 Deal

GOLD MEDAL

FIELD SEEDS

COMPLETE STOCK AT-THE RIGHT
PRICES
We Btly Korean and Common Jap Seed

COVINGTON BROS. --& ----CO.

• -Lonaer wheelbase

HAZEL NEWS

BIgger Fisher Bodies

25c
13c
99c45c
25c
192
25c

25c
49c

15c
TI,
, 29c
10c

25c

3c

80 horsepower

:8Q,,rniles an hour

Faster acc leration

If yob ciEr UP NIGHTS

DR. E. B. CHERRY

.Drnart riew styling

11`
23c
Talk About
25c
RECOVERY?
19c
••
5c
G
10`

One Gas, One Price

CHEVROLET MOTOR COMPANY, DETROIT. MICHIGAN,Disisien efGerserni Motors

Real Veal Haniturgers
Sc

FARMER-PURDOM MOTOR COMPANY

—West Main—

IVE your old clothes and homefurnishings a New Deal. Let us
clean them and you'll.recover all
their original smartness, freshness
and the longer service they offer in
their renewed form.

MEN'S SUITS OR WOMEN'S
PLAIN DRESSES
Cleaned and Pressed

Fill up with Torpedo
Anti-Knock Gas ... 18 1-2c

It's Imre, now,for the first time: the car that all America has been standing
-hy to..sse and drive-Ckvroletfor 1934b• -And if you aren't among the first
to attend the gala•intriductory showing, you're going to miss one of the biggest, most
exciting events of the whole miii9r car year. There never has been a new Chevrolet
model witii so,tbany basic and sweeping advances as this one. Its different-totally
_
ttnlikc anything yoli've-iie
-n or-apything you ita71 see in motor ears for 1934!

Drive Out to
SCOTT'S PLACE

We utake it certain if you send your things
here to be cleaned. -

rc

_

Incorporated

Take bottle a bag full

PHONE 97

MURRAY, KY.

MIMANLYABKNESS.,

80C

29c

PROMPT SERVICE

9.69

Model Cleaners
41
TELEPHONE 1-

Mts. Mitt 'Hammond of
1037 Stewart Ave., Knox,
silk, Tenn. said: 41 wee
so weak
could warcel•
walk, suffered from pains
tn my back arid left star
and had headaches. I ans
..nenrona.-2 teen= Inn.
teicat I took Dr. Pirrre.
-F orite Prescription lret
have netec hpri
-- 0.t
eat tench of weakness.Buffalo, N. Y.
Mee stze,:itsblte SO css JAI Merit 00 Urge
reffir
-viva tro ram- r

and yodl never
any
be satisfied
_atherJewprjz_d Far
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JGE EIGHT

TrifES,'MURRAY, REN'TUCKY:TITURSDAY AFTERN'OCK FEBRUARY 25, 1-90A4.

,
Morgan early and Frank Ftedden.
;epee*? Turner attended the St. he is much improveti In health. and Mrs.' Steen
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Eche/wads.
Louis' marifet 'Monday, that day Master Jean's comet-fon centilitres- Wedueteay morning.
General about the sense.
Odia Maynard was dischereed Mr, and Mrs., Cunene Forrest And
being a holiday Is
..--Conunander Hall Itireo& imat Irons the etason Hospital .last baby, Mr. and Mrs,..mor B. Miller
rominanyittt,,.,peorge• S. Hart and week following several weeks and Parvin.,Mr. and Mrs. T. A,
fort- TueNiey. '•
Clatle Anderson, Ortlie local post treatment for & cut on tett top of Winchester and Mary Alice.
Engeti „1,rvan, son of Dr. and
Mr, and Mrs. Frank Farris and
Mrs, 0, B. irrati, itnierwent an of the Ameriean Legion. were his shoulder inflicted by ITreinan
beauty _contest Oliver severel weeks am* The LJuitalie, Mr. and Mrs. Jake ,Forhis judges in the
operittitm for -remora! of
Austtn-Peay a:brutal of Clarks- 'tonsils' at -the Mason Memorial staged as 11.an tom MondiF evening trouble was over the division of rest. Mr. and Mr.: Lonnie -Hare%
FRIDAY NIGHT
J. B. Here or Murat Route 5.
Maynard re- and Billy D., Mr. and Mrs. Berby, the Marshall county Post of a lOad of hay.
left this week- for Detrttit where ville. Tenn_ has canceled its Hospital, Monday.
is
,:, • games _with the Murray Freshman
the American Legion.
•
mained in "a serious eondftion for ry' Winchester and Leon.
be WHY be emPloyede
Senator Gates Young, of OwebtoMiss Mary Williams, who is sometime.
Otho Winchester,
Mrs.
Mr.
and
John Irvan R OLS fias returaed basketball team. The frosh were
bore. will be the week end guest employed in the '-htate highway
AMATEUR VODVIL'
John W. Dulaney, Murray, was Mrs. Wes . Taylor, J. H. Lee,
te Murray after spending . eight to have played. theTeanessee NorMrs. Bryant E. Lang/NIGHT
mal Friday. February 9 there of Mr. sad
department at Frankfort. spent elected president ,of the Nathan Cohen Outland, David Outland-,
-Men& in - -e.!! C. C. ciiZo
toe)
but Citiach'aliller received ie
Stubblefield Physics Cluti-at E, win Winchester, Talruoisthe week end ar-botne with her
Arkluth-ern California. ..1-Ohn I. a
at the
G. 4. Irurnhey, secretary of the mother, Mrs. Love Williams, and Murray State College at a meet- cheater, Hubert Farris, "Blirline
ter -.Wednesday stating that the
rived home laet Friday noon.
Dark Fire% Growers As- other _relatives and friends.
tern
Wes
been
laboragame
for
the
9
and
IShad
ingheld
physics
.tn
the
Winchester- Mr.- and Mrs. V. If. Gardner
• • •
sociation, returned from WashMax Horace Churchill. little tory Monday night, February 12.
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